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Vanessa Selbst: 2x6  

· Be almost if not more selective with hand starting requirements in PLO than in HE.  
· Position is the most important factor.  
· Play hands that make the nuts.  
· Life is better with suited cards.  
· Wraps lose lots of outs with boards that have a flush draw on them.  
· Pairs suck, but limping to overset people is very effective.  
· Danglers kill the value of a hand.  
· POSITION IS EVERYTHING!  
· Play fewer hands out of position  
· At mid limits, people play hands very straightforwardly:  
·               Ex: a check is more than likely weak, so pos. is very important because you can 

steal more, since steal opportunities are more obvious.  
· Big leak of mid stakes players is playing too passively. Non nut hands are played very 

passively most of the time.  
· Even on a rainbow board, backdoor flush equity is more than most people think.  
· On a two tone board, straight draw without a flush draw to accompany it is a pretty 

worthless hand.  
· KTQ3 in comparison to KTQJ is 6x less likely to flop a wrap.  
· Not really trying to make hands on the flop that can’t improve on the turn/river…2 pair, 

TPTK etc… 

2x6: Part Two  

· Keep pots smaller pre flop generally, because people don’t really fold pre flop anyway. If 
you inflate the pot pre flop, they will be more likely to stack off with weaker holdings 
such as two pair….Thereby decreasing your fold equity post flop, especially in 100bb 
play.  

· Most of the time, people are either going with their hands or not. So betting the pot on a 
c-bet bluff isn’t very profitable when you’re heads up.  

· Balancing a range isn’t nearly as important in PLO as it is in NLHE.  
· Take advantage of weak tight players by playing more with deep stacks post flop.  
· OOP, potting isn’t that great. In position, potting is good. If you have AA OOP, keeping 

the pot under control is a good idea. Overall, even with strong hands, keeping the post 
small when OOP is a good idea (at least pre flop). Playing big pots OOP hurts you also 
because pots get huge quick, so if you pot it OOP, and then lead the flop with something 
like an overpair, then you’ll be committed to a shove and likely to be an underdog.  

· Think about building pots with hands in position you know will be multiway.  



 

 

2x6: Part Three 

· Difference in flops that you should C-bet, and ones that you shouldn’t.  
· Especially if you check in POS in PLO, people have a greater tendency to play more 

straightforwardly.  
· One reason position is cool in PLO is because people will often feel compelled to play 

hands very ABC.  
· Using position, you can let your opponents catch up with hands that end up paying you 

when your draw hits.  
· Bluff equity on the turn? Pay attention to it….  
· C-Betting is good in position when you have garbage because you can just muck if you 

face resistance. But sometimes when you have a hand, and you could potentially show 
down a winner, you don’t want to be raised off of a draw.  

· An efficient way to think about flop play is betting small for bluffs, but medium 
strength hands/draws are good to slow down on.  

· Each bet needs to have a purpose!  
· When you’re OOP and considering making a bet, think about how often your hand is the 

best, or likely to be a winner at showdown.  
· People very rarely shove the riv on a bluff-shove. Meaning, if people shove the riv, 

they are more likely to shut down or check call with decent hands than to shove on a 
missed draw or something. Much less bluffing on the river than in NLHE.  

· If people have 2nd nuts, they very rarely lay down. Get paid! River bluffs are 
generally a bad idea, against most opponents.  

· A big edge in the limits that I’m going to be playing is being able to value bet thin against 
people. Value betting is everything! Top two when draws missed etc…  

· When you have the “A” of the flush draw on board…Because you know that 
nobody else has the nuts, so you can totally bluff it.  

· People don’t bluff with the naked ace very often at the lower stakes.  
· Betting 2nd nuts is a good idea because the nuts will almost always raise you, and the 

3rd and 4th nut will likely call down.  

   

 

2x6: Part Four 

· People are mostly passive without the nuts.  
· Paired hands, especially medium pairs suck. The objective of pairs is to overset 

people, and that’s hard to do with lower pairs.  
· Watch for people leading into multiway pots with rainbow boards, or 3 to straight 

boards…More than likely aren’t bluffing.  
· Always think about THEIR hands, what could he be betting with here?  
· POSITION is key!  
· Look out for hands where you can only beat a bluff, and it’s a situation where he’s 

rarely bluffing.  



 

 

· Watch out for players who bet strongly in multiway pots regardless of position.  
· When peeling think about how many of your out will cooler him… ie. Nut to 2nd nut.  
· Calling in position with nuts is good when there’s a lot of possible river cards to beat 

you…In a way you’re floating them because if they check the river you can bluff 
them off a chop or fold it if you have a good read. 

2x6: Part 5 

· People often make very poor calls on various streets.  
· People almost always make bad calls when the odds are against them badly.  
· Leading with draws, especially straight draws is good because people will fold many 

hands that will have you beat.  
· Pairs suck! TT and up just muck unless something to go along with it.  
· Don’t push the action too much…Let it come to you. Stay patient. Stick to solid 

starting hand requirements and you’ll be fine.  
· Folding KK preflop in early position isn’t that bad…All hands need to work together to 

be powerful.  
· When you’re considering a steal, think about what others are holding, what hands could  

be made, and if any of your cards are acting as blockers.  
· If potting is the difference between heads up and multiway, then pot it.  
· Limping with AA/KK, very good in early position…Raise if you have a lot to go with it.  
· A good concept when deciding whether or not to play pre flop is not what your hand 

can make, but how strong it is in the entire spectrum of all hands possible.  
· When considering a re raise, consider what blockers you have…ex: QhAhQd8c on BTN 

facing UTG opener…Position…Plus, the Ace serves as a blocker. Less likely he has AA.  
· When flopping flushes and straights, try thinking about getting value from sets that call 

down.  

   

2x6: Part 6 

· 25/20 = Optimal stats. Look out for players like that, they may be decent.  
· When table selecting, look for ones with high players to the flop ratios. Also, look for full 

stacks.  
· Low pairs are terrible!! No value when you hit because you are supposed to play them 

slow, and often times they are not the winning hand by the end.  
· It’s a good idea to build big pots with sneaky hands that pay off…Especially in 

position! Before you even check your cards, be aware of your position.  
· Build pots preflop with big draw hands so you can crush them when the money goes 

in.  

2x6: Episode 7 

· If you’re in position, and everyone checks to you, 9 times out of 10 a bet will take it 
down. Remember, people play very straightforwardly, especially in multi way pots.  



 

 

· The power of position is HUGE in PLO, especially for stealing opportunities.  
· Pay attention to what boards are safe, and what aren’t. Most people are aware of 

what good starting hands are, so if there’s a bet/raise pre-flop, calling to see board 
texture is often times +ev. 

2x6: Episode 8 

· Building the pot by raising smaller pre flop allows multiway pots, which induces 
people to play more straightforwardly.  

· When first to act on the flop, and deciding whether to bet the flop, consider your blockers 
and possible hands of others, especially thinking of whether they hold the nuts or not.  

· Danglers fuck your hand! Look for opponents who are stupid enough to play hands with 
danglers.  

   

More 2x6 Notes:  

· You generally only want to 3 bet in position  
· 3 betting OOP actually makes the pot smaller, and besides people love to call 3 bets in 

position. People just don’t fold very much in PLO.  
· You make it easier for people to stack off with weaker holdings (bad!).  
· T987 - Good hand to see flops with, but not inflate the pot preflop.  
· Be more cautious with calling hands out of the blinds. Stay away from low wraps, 

even suited ones (unless Ax2y3x5y obv).  
· At the lower PLO stakes, balancing a range doesn’t matter very much.  
· Most people play their hands face up, weak/tight  
· A good idea of how to play is to have more money in your stack, and less in the pot so 

you can apply pressure. The more money they have behind, the more pressure you can 
apply. The best way to stake advantage of the weak tight players is to play post flop with 
them.  

· It’s very hard to make nut hands with the low wraps.  
· OOP, potting = No good!  
· At the lower stakes, they are either calling or not, the money makes no difference, just the 

hand value.  
· In short, you get a lot less of “oh well, fuck it, I call.”  
· It really keeps people more under control.  
· HU, potting is ok. Multiway, not potting is more effective.  
· Also, when you raise less PF, when someone 3 bets, you don’t have to call as much to 

outdraw.  
· People calling three bets or bets in general w/medium pairs is terrible.  
· She doesn’t bluff much, but when a good opportunity arises, she takes it.  
· Betting less than pot in hands where you have a huge edge induces bad play from your 

opponents.  

Ms. PLO: Episode 3  



 

 

Basic Tenets of 3 betting in PLO:  

· Aces are the most overrated hand in PLO.  
· Against all hands AIPF, you’re a 60/40, but vs. the hands you’re likely to see in an AI 

situation, it’s more like a 55/45.  
· Side cards do matter a lot!  
· Suited AA = much better because you have blockers.  
· Never commit less than 60% of your stack if it’s going to give away the strength of your 

hand.  
· Re-raising a wide range will alleviate this problem.  
· If you re-pop with more hands, people can mis-interpret how good/live their draws are.  
· Playing against others in 3 bet pots, people tend to overplay aces. We want to use this 

against them as much as possible.  
· Single most important role is POSITION.  
· How deep…Skilled? Often 3 betting?  
· With aces, you look for low boards, because people often play hands that contain high 

cards.  
· Don’t commit your stack, unless you flop good or have a significant portion of your stack 

in pre flop.  
· AA32 = Garbage!  
· On dryer boards, she tends to bet 2/3 pot.  
· Don’t be lazy! Change your bet sizing, rather than just clicking pot all the time.  
· When 3 betting situations arise, position (when played correctly) more important than the 

cards you hold.  
· Likes to 3 bet stuff OOP for deception, but with very strong hands.  
· 3 betting OOP with weak players = good/+ev.  
· When people are 3 betting you:  
·               Although position is really important, you can still play a variety of hands OOP 

for profit.  
·               3 betting in position induces the best situation ever: you almost force people to 4 

bet their AA, putting you in position, and revealing their holdings…And remember, 
you’re not very far behind AA anyway, so if you outflop them you can potentially play 
for stacks. 

Ms. PLO: Episode 4 

· C betting is something people don’t do enough in PLO  
· Depends on board texture, image, # of players  
· C betting is ok heads up and even 3 way  
· Don’t play your cards, play your opponents range, board texture, and what you think their 

cards are  
· Low paired boards are much different than high paired boards  
· She bets half pot sometimes if she’s strong and doesn’t want to fold out hands.  

 



 

 

Ms. PLO: Episode 5 

· How to play when you don’t have the nuts:  
· As a rule of thumb, if you’re unsure about whether or not to continue without a draw to 

the nuts, then you should probably fold.  
· Think about their range, or how much of a monkey they are before you let go of your 

hand or continue on.  
· Whenever you’re making a read, or taking a note on someone, you should always be very 

specific.  
· Generally, if you’re facing someone who has made a “min-bet”, treat it like a check.  
· You shouldn’t let a min bet throw off your plans for the hand.  
· More often than not, it’s a blocker bet, or the nuts.  
· A lot of people think that you can only gain information from raising or 3 betting. Not 

true! Sometimes it’s better to flat call in position.  
· Hands with a high gap are pretty bad…ie T867 in position raise, OOP fold.  
· KK79 off, shitty! She open folds in most positions.  
· Ask yourself: “Do I want to build a big pot with this hand? Especially when you’re 

multiway.  
· Be aware of a situation where c/c is the best option, ie you have overpair and naked open 

ender multiway. 

Ms. PLO: Episode 6 

· Being aggressive does not mean playing loose.  
· Three benefits of aggression:  
·               Defining opponents hands  
·               Making Money  
·               Stealing  
·               Taking what’s rightfully yours (value betting)  
·               Fold better made hands, keep in draws (worse made hands)  
· Somewhat similar to “best hand/best draw concept”  
· In multiway pots, people play very straight forward, so betting out is a lot of times not so 

bad. You can represent a wider range, and define other peoples hands (identify 
draws/nuts, etc…)  

· A good point is that she says when she’s bluffing, she’s representing a lot of hands, not 
one specific hand.  

   

Ms. PLO Episode 7 

· 78TK = Very marginal, even in position  
· Be aware of opponents that may be peeling light, they don’t always have it!  
· She doesn’t like to naked ace bluff in a triple barrel manner, because most of the time 

they’ll just call you down all three streets anyway. Having the naked Ace of the nut flush 



 

 

presents a good bluffing opportunity when the flush is obvious, and when you play it 
correctly, like you would if you really had it.  

· Kc9c7d2d = shitty!  
· She talks about how if it’s a monotone board, and you’re in position, and it’s checked to 

you, and you have a set, it’s a good idea to barrel because people will lay down worse 
flushes, and pay you off or try to bluff you when the board pairs. 

Vanessa Selbst - Ghost:  

· PLO is a game of equities, and exploiting your edges when you know you’re getting 
called.  

· TJQK, 89TJ sometimes are good to just flat call in POS b/c they make a lot of nut draws, 
and people will often times get it in w/worse. 

Stinger 2/4 Series:  

· A big part of his PLO strategy is raising and re-raising in position.  
· Folding very strong hands is a very important strategy.  
· He plays tight OOP in regards to starting hand requirements.  
· Equity of pair and NFD vs. Any hand possible is very good.  
· Re raising in position against people with wide ranges shows a definite profit in the long 

run, but against tight players is bad sometimes because of the 4 bet option.  
· Always think about your hand against his range at that time, especially in multi way pots.  
· In general, he plays very tight from the blinds, but re-raises with very strong hands.  
· Leads into people with wide ranges in 3 bet pots. Doesn’t think people do it enough.  
· 32:00...(video #2)…Describes a very important concept about turn play.  
· He says position is most important thing in PLO.  
· Bet/folding with strong hands is an important skill  
· Bet folding occurs mostly on the turn.  
· This is mostly because people DON’T c/r you in certain spots, especially on the turn.  
· When you’re deeper, be more careful when check raising  
· He either check raises when he has complete air or a huge hand…Self explanatory.  
· Playing deep OOP in PLO is a nightmare.  
· Big fan of 3 betting in position OOP do it w/strength.  
· Doesn’t flat really ever OOP (preflop). Make sure you pick the right hands though.  
· Overall, aggressive in pos…TAG OOP.  
· Plays a cool hand with AAK4hh that you seem to get into a lot so I’m going to write it: 

Guy with 40bb opens in CO, and Stinger has AAK4hh, he decides to repot and go with 
basically any flop, which seems standard but the further explanation he gives is what’s 
valuable to take away from the hand. He says if everyone was 100bb or more deep, he 
would always flat with that hand not only for the purpose of deception, but also because 
it doesn’t play that well since the hand isn’t that strong beyond the AA. If it was double 
suited AA though, he says he would repot no matter how deep he was with someone. 
Anyways, something to take away from it.  

· Another good reason to play tight out of the blinds, and to basically never flat out of the 
SB is because when you flat out of the SB, it usually induces the BB to call with a wider 



 

 

range too, which forces you to play a big multi way pot OOP, which is definitely -ev 
unless the players are very poor.  

· Says bet folding really makes you a stronger Omaha player  
· Say you have top two pair on a AJ7 board, and you bet and get called. If the turn is an 8, 

there’s one possible straight, some players might check there because they think they’re 
controlling the pot and they’re afraid of the straight. He says bet folding is the best 
because you’re never getting c/r’ed there by players if they don’t have the straight. He 
thinks bet folding is the best because they’re just basically never doing it without the 
nuts, plus you’re sort of protecting your hand against the ones that are potentially worse 
than yours at the moment, ,but could river a straight or something.  

· Bet folding also polarizes your range, and makes you tougher to play against in the long 
run. You just need to do it in the right spots and stick to your reads. If they’ve got it, they 
just do and there’s nothing you can do about it.  

· Says he would fold KK7s8s to a raise when he’s in the SB, but 3 bet it in pos against agg 
players lol.  

· Likes to widen his 3 betting range in pos when he’s 200bb deep with another player in 
HU pots.  

· Advocates being more passive and c/c more when OOP and deep. He says playing deep 
and OOP in plo is a nightmare.  

· Actually likes 3 betting OOP from the blinds to aggressive players when you hold good 
hands because people have to hit flops to continue, and they often will just let you have 
it. Pay attention to the players you can do this to. 

Stinger’s “Well” Comments in the Cardrunners Forum about playing the low stakes:  

I would definitely adjust my strategy a lot though. Given the amount of limping preflop play 
should be more passive. The main benefit of raising in PLO is thinning the field, and in many 
situations this just won't happen. With 2+ limpers I'd only raise with very strong hands, and even 
with 1 limper I'd raise a tighter than normal range because of how often the blinds will come 
along. You should be selectively aggressive postflop but be very careful against any resistance. 
Other than that just play player tendencies, shouldn't be too hard to figure out who's bluffable 
and who's not. For those players who do open a decent amount of hands 3betting in position with 
anything reasonable should show a ton of profit. Bluffraise blocking bets a decent amount 
against the right players. If you can't decide whether to call or fold to a bet, you should probably 
fold.   

Stinger’s point about 3 betting in the aforementioned CR forum: 

Originally Posted By: wondlof  

1)In what spots do you / don't you 3bet AAxx pre-flop? 

 

2)In what spots do you / don't you 4bet AAxx pre-flop? I've heard ppl say that they don't like 
4betting pf unless they can get in > 40% of their stack in pre. 



 

 

 

3) What % of your 4betting range is non AAxx. In what spots do you 4bet non AAxx. At 
100PLO and 200PLO is it totally unnecessary to be 4betting non AAxx type hands? Would you 
recommend it? I've found myself 4betting good run-down type hands ie 89TJs vs aggressive 
3betting regs. Thoughts on this? 

 

4) Why has Bruce been playing 100PLO on FTP recently, video series, downswing? 

 

5) Also idontgiveashi who used to play 200-400 PLO has been playing 100PLO, heard what 
happened to him?! 

 

6) When you were learning PLO what in particular did you do to improve? I'm in the habit of 
doing equity calcs in most the big pots I play using propokertools.com, posting hands and 
watching videos. Anything else that you'd recommend? 

 

7) What type of PLO hands are good / bad for 3betting in position? Are KQJT suited hands 'bad' 
to 3bet as they have so much chance of making the nuts against second best hands that you'd 
prefer to keep weaker hands in? In much the same vein as 3betting 77 pf in NLH is often 'bad' as 
it has so much value in seeing a flop? If this is the case what type of hands are good to 3bet, 
double paired hands ie QQ77? Junkier hands like KQ78ds? 

 

8) I offer myself to do a leakfinder video by yourself or Bruce - feel free to PM me?! 

 

Much love Stinger, really like your level headed approach to the game and attitude. 

 

Thanks for doing the well. 

 

 



 

 

 

1. Pretty much always 3bet in position, unless they're really bad aces and I'm deep. OOP it 
depends a lot on how good the aces are and how deep I am, I call pretty often though in general. 

 

2. 4bet almost always, unless I'm deep and want to be deceptive. Pretty unlikely I'd ever not 4bet 
150bb or less deep. Even very deep I'll always 4bet really good aces like AAT9ds 

 

3. This really varies, in a deep aggro HU match probably 80% of my range is non AAxx, against 
a nit 0%. Against aggressive 3betting regulars in 6max games probably like 70% is AAxx but 
that's a guesstimate, might be higher. I wouldn't say it's necessary but it's good against good 
regulars to not always have AAxx when you 4bet, against bad players it doesn't really matter. 

4. downswing but I think he's going to make a moving up series too 

5. Don't know anything about him really 

6. Those 3 are probably the things I did most. 2 more would be just thinking about certain 
situations and talking about the game with other good players. 

7. Against aggressive players just about anything is viable to 3bet in position, depending on how 
they play against 3bets OOP (often not very well). I'd say the worst hands to 3bet are pair hands 
though like QQ98, also double pairs like 8855, just really sucks when you get 4bet with those. 
Deep it sucks less though so I generally just 3bet away. Also make sure your opponent is actually 
opening wide from a give position before you 3bet, it's not very fun if they have a tight opening 
range. 

8. I don't have any plans to do a leakfinder right now but next time CR is asking for them just 
send it in and perhaps I'll end up doing it.  

CMYR .25/.50 PLO Video:  

· Not making mistakes is his basic style. In his words, “good, clean, pre flop play: not 
getting fancy, just letting it happen is key…  

· Most of the time leads OOP if he opens pre flop.  
· At the lower stakes, focus more on just letting your opponents make the  mistakes, rather 

than hunting for edges.  
· If you have a flush draw, and an overpair, the strength of the flush draw is more 

important than the rank of the overpair.  
· Realize that your profit comes from your opponents mistakes - your mistakes.  



 

 

· He thinks that one way to generate a profit is to get tricky, and induce your opponents to 
make more mistakes by taking trickier lines and such. He believes that’s not needed in 
most games, especially concerning the stakes that I’m playing right now.  

· He believes that in weak games, an easier way to increase your win rate, rather than take 
tricky/fancy lines is to avoid making the simple errors yourself. This in turn will also 
keep you from tilting as easy, because you concentrate on getting it in well, and you 
avoid beating up on yourself as well. He thinks this is very crucial.  

· Simple straightforward style.  
· Working to eliminate drastic errors in my game will result in more profit then trying to 

induce errors in my opponents games.  
· He thinks that psychologically, error avoidance is huge!  
· Look for way behind/way ahead situations.  
· Tends to pot the button, and make smaller raises in position.  
· When you come across decent players, it may help to stay out of their way, and just go 

after the players that you can get more value out of.  

   

 

 

Michaelsc: Plow Through The Midstakes Episode 1  

   

· In this episode, he’s talking about 100PLO  
· He wants to attack the players that seem to not care, or give away their information 

easily.  
· Tight range OOP, fold out pretty marginal range in the blinds…Fold out mid gappers and 

most medium pairs in the blinds as well.  
· Most mid stakes players play very straightforwardly.  
· If you’re playing most of your pots in position, then you don’t have to deal with the 

decision of check raising a player.  
· Developing a sense of when to barrel with air, and putting players to the test when it 

might be a tough spot for them to call. .  
· He plays pretty straightforwardly, but just doesn’t make too many mistakes and just 

makes smart folds and bets. Doesn’t really ever think people are bluffing that much.  
· He says a big mistake of many PLO players is overplaying KK. Be smart about it. Fold to 

3 bets with it from OOP people, because most of the time you’re in bad shape, unless you 
have a lot to go with your KK like blockers or something like that. Don’t necessarily 
worry about 3 betting/4 betting yada yada yada.  

· Saw him fold As2s3h5h UTG…Just shows you how he advocates playing a tight OOP 
style that you need to incorporate into your game dude.  

· He says most profitable at .5/1 is “grind style”, good consistent win rate, not huge days, 
not big loss/win  



 

 

· Concentrate on barreling more streets  
· Fold out marginal hands in the blinds (too gappy, mid pairs also)  
· 3 bet more and isolating, because players play more straightforwardly, so they are more 

prone to c/fing.  
· Betting more streets on turn and river, put players to the test  
· Get in with a tighter range against tight players  
· Allow the bluff when you know they cant call, value bet thin when you think they have 

something marginal  
· He says that in these limits, 3 betting and what not leads to stacking off lighter, and 

marginal situations….Again, he really thinks this is the most profitable way to play these 
limits…Avoid the marginal shit!  

· Be aware of how tight/loose a player is when they call your flop bets. It should help 
determine how you play later streets.  

· Feel free to gamble w/ss, don’t get too frustrated if you lose a couple on run downs with 
them.  

· If it’s a crazy game, folds UTG kk single suit.  
· Says a big leak of PLO players is spewing too much w/kk  
· c/c sets on dry boards = +ev!  
· Make sure your draws aren’t counterfeited before you invest any more money  
· If a player is playing a standard style, you have to respect their raises regardless of 

position.    

Plow Through The Midstakes: 200PLO/600PLO  

· Play aggressive towards the 100BB stacks, put pressure on them with 3 and 4 bets, 
paying attention to who is 3 and 4 betting with wider ranges.  

· When looking to raise on the button, pay attention to the value of your hand but also how 
loose the people are on the blinds and how big their stacks are.  

· Pay attention to who you’re 3 and 4 betting pre flop because of the range 
variance…People’s ranges are very polarized in PLO, so it’s important to note how they 
behave on all streets, not just their pre flop stats.  

· Saw him fold Ac3c6d7d when getting 3/1, but he was out of SB, and he said it wasn’t 
that great because of position and only drawing to one nut draw. Just an example of how 
to always be cognizant of playing position at the table, especially at the lower limits 
because it’s harder to bluff people.  

· Be careful of betting in multi way pots, try to see cheap turns and rivers with hands like 
open enders and what not.  

· Doesn’t raise out of the SB in heads up pots very much, unless with strong hands and 
weak players in the BB.  

· The amount you need to check back the flop is directly proportional to the number of 
players to the flop, and the strength of your draw/hand.  

· Important Concept..!!!…!!!….Don’t think about what your hand CAN make, think about 
a lot of the hands in PLO as reverse implied odds…. If you actually make the hand you’re 
conceptualizing, then you might lose a lot of money or your whole stack. Think about 
your hand in the grand spectrum of all hands vs. their range.  

· Against short stacks, look for big pairs and run downs  



 

 

· Check back marginal draws/hands  
· Aggressive players, try to force them to make big errors, become aggressive on straight 

forward players  
· Plays draws fast in position…Meaning he raises opens because a lot of cards kill the 

action on the turn/river.  

Brian Townsend:  

· He thinks the biggest problem with players today is playing far too marginal hands out of 
position…..More specifically defending their blinds with hands like A964 single 
suited…He says it won’t be profitable in the long run. He says if you want to save 
your self a lot of heartache, you need to tighten up in the blinds.  

· 3 betting at the lower stakes can be very profitable because people always seem to put 
you on AA, so look to take advantage of your opponents and re-raise lightly, because 
they only 4 bet w/AA, so you can not only have a deceptive range, but also people get 
scared when the A flops so it works greatly in your advantage. Also, they think they out 
flopped AA when in reality they don’t. He says people in general play really poorly in re-
raised pots, and stack off lightly.  

· Set mining with QQ out of the blinds is -ev, it just doesn’t play very well he says  
· He says the nut flush draw is a god sent in PLO, and the equity of it is truly 

astounding. He talks about how terrible a Q high flush draw is, and how you really 
need to get used to how poor of a drawing hand it truly is. It does really poorly 
against even below average players.  

· c/c OOP with marginal hands is -ev, but against bad players it can be +ev  
· AJ9Q offsuit is very marginal from any position!  
· In blind vs. blind situations, a limp from the SB is good if an agg player is in the BB  
· Says that against most opponents, you should raise the BTN w/40% of your range, and 

against weak opponents you can bump it to 45%.  
· He says CO should be 30-35%, and MP should be 20-25%, and EP should be 10-15%  

Brian Townsend: Pre-flop decisions and play in PLO  

· Says that when he’s cold calling OOP, he needs a monster hand to do this with. .  
· He basically emphasizes how tightly you should be playing OOP, cold calling a hand 

like QK96ddss is just terrible he says…You’re going to make the 2nd best hand far 
too often, and it will just basically put you in more marginal spots than you need to 
be in.  

· Completes the blind w/any 3 connecting cards, 55K6, especially w/a suit, if it’s multiway 
that is.  
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· Don’t be afraid to fold “non-nutty” draws in multi way pots. Ex: 4 handed and you’ve 
called a raise out of the BB getting good odds with A3ss57dd, flop is 3h2d9d….He c/f’s 
to a bet, because your draws are reverse implied and the hand itself will get you in a lot of 
sticky spots OOP.  

· He says that on boards such as KK9r, he c-bets slightly more than half pot because 
people are going to c/r you or not for the most part.  

· He says your results are almost forced to improve if the majority of your money is going 
into the pot in position, think of it like the analogy where in PLO there aren’t any blinds, 
only antes, and when you’re on the BTN the antes double.  

· Multi way, pay attention to your FE when you have hands that can turn into something on 
later streets.  

· In general, you want deep stacks on your right, and short stacks on your left.  
· GOOD POINT!!! When you’re OOP, and someone has flat called a bet of yours, think 

about if you can ever get called by worse when considering a bet. If you meet resistance, 
sometimes you just have to fold. Ex: you raise the HJ w/AKTQhh, and BTN calls. Flop is 
AhTsQs, you bet ¾, he calls, turn is a brick, this is definitely a bet fold in most games 
because he will definitely call you with worse (AT, A6, diamonds), or raise you to 
protect.  

· He says the main components of being a long term winner at 6 max PLO consists of: 1. 
Not tilting, 2. Game selecting well, 3. Being tight, 4. Using position well and being 
aggressive.  

· Something good he said about playing a big loose fish (bright blue on your color 
identification tabs)…..  

·               Don’t bluff really ever, unless it’s a very obvious bluffing situation and you 
know he won’t call you down…BUT, you can semi bluff to build pots so they pay you 
and win a big pot when you get there. An important thing to note is how they don’t ever 
need to be “nut” draws for the purpose of semi bluffing. This is a habit I have noticed in 
myself…Even against very bad/loose players, I tend to play non-nut draws slowly. You 
really need to focus on their range, and play accordingly. Don’t treat one draw/hand 
against a 25/10 regular the same as you would against a fishy LAG.  

· Another great point the makes talks about is if you’re in position, and let’s say you have 
nut straight outs on a two tone board, checking back is good because it preserves your nut 
outs, and takes check raisin away from him. This is really good in stations where the 
board is draw heavy, but you can make the nuts on later streets. Also, try not to get 
caught up in the idea of “winning the hand and being the champion”, REMOVE YOUR 
EGO AND PLAY THE HAND CORRECTLY.  

· Playing multiple sites and stakes allows you optimal game selection, and overall more 
+ev.  

· I saw him raise limpers with very strong hands out of the BB on a few occasions…But 
I’m talking VERY strong hands, and actually not AA hands.  

· Very IMPORTANT - ok, here he talks about some tenets of 3 betting. Some good 
reasons to 3 bet both OOP and in POS is for value, meaning if you have strong hands like 
89TJssdd or Aaxx, it’s good to get money into the pot. BUT, he says that you should 
NOT 3 bet AA in pos or oop if it’s going to give away the strength of your hand. Got it?  



 

 

· He talks about how to respond to people who 3 bet a lot. One option he says is to 4 bet 
them, and if you have a weak hand and it’s an awkward spot, you can also just fold it if 
you feel uncomfortable.  

· His method for dealing with people who 3 bet a lot when he’s in position is to call and 
take a flop in position.  

· With bare nut flush draws, there’s no need to needlessly inflate the pot size. Sometimes 
c/c is the best option.  

· Ok, so you’ve wondered in your mind how to take advantage of dead money pots when 
you’re in position, and it seems like a raise would take down the pot uncontested, but you 
weren’t sure when the best opportunity was to do so. Even if you’re in a multi way, it’s 
most effective to do this when the board is dry, and the pre flop raiser can have a wide 
range… Which happens mostly on dry flops. Ex: You flat in an opened PSB in POS 
w/8TKJ, and the flop rolls out Q52r…He leads for either full or half pot, and you can 
make a relatively small raise…In the said example, the guy bets 12, and wazz makes it 
40, and the guy folds. I think this is definitely a +ev play in the long run, because the 
opponent probably thinks he’ll have to call two more streets, therefore laying down most 
of his range, including AA most of the time.  

· In terms of hand selection, think about what the players behind you are playing like. For 
example, if you have a hand like QTT7hhdd UTG, limping is ok because you know the 
aggressive players behind you will do the raising for you. In general, he says paying 
attention to the playing style of everyone at the table is useful because if you’re at a tight 
table, you can attack the passive players, but if you’re playing at an aggressive table, you 
can let the other players do the betting for you, while you play more solid hands, and just 
pick and choose which hands you want to go with and what not. Make sense?  

· If you’re looking to decrease your variance, good spots to do so are where you think you 
may have a small edge, or small amount of ev in a situation, but you’re decently confused 
about his holding, and you can’t really represent a hand yourself. Ex: You have AA no 
draw and the board reads 7746 two tone, and you’re facing a donk.  

· One of the reasons to 3 bet is because generally people play very poorly in 3 bet pots.  
· One thing to be aware of when 3 betting is this: When a good player opens, and you hold 

a hand in POS worthy of 3 betting, be aware of whether there are weak players behind 
you. If you 3 bet the good player to get heads up, this is bad because you want the bad 
players to stay in the hand w/worse draws and such. Don’t 3 bet a good player to get 
heads up.  

· So basically sometimes flatting is better.  
· If a weak player opens, and you have a good hand with good players behind you, you 

want to isolate with the bad player, not let the good players in. So 3 bet his ASS 

Lefty2506: Pwning the Midstakes  

· He says one big difference between HE and PLO, is you just have to plain give up on 
more pots than you do in NLHE. There are more multi way pots, and people just straight 
up "get there" more often than they do in NLHE.  

· Ok, something important he says is a good topic for discussion is the play of Kings in 
PLO. He says he isn't sure how profitable opening every kings is, he definitely DOES 
know though, that he can't play kings OOP profitably against a good player...So if a 



 

 

decent player 3 bets you in POS and you hold KK, he folds, unless he has something 
great to go along with it.  

· He's not convinced that flatting any KK to an open is profitable. I agree!  
· He says a big part of his strategy is not putting himself in too many difficult situations, 

and he also mentions that part of playing professionally and putting in a high volume of 
hands is being capable of doing this, so he tries not to put himself in a ton of mind 
bending situations to keep his sanity and to have a solid win rate.  

· Gappy suited hands play much better in HU pots than multi way....ex: A3ccT5ss  
· Ok, a good piece of information he gives is when you're ranging people, think about this: 

you only get dealt Aces or Kings 5% of the time in PLO, so if someone is playing a 30/7 
or something like that, it's pretty easy to put them on a hand. If they're playing a 35/15, 
then it's probably aa,kk,qq, and wrap type hands.  

· 2 pair type starting hands can be very valuable when you 3 bet with them because not 
only do you flop a set 1 in every 3 and a half times with them, but you can also rep Ace 
high boards as well.  

· He says that in general, people donk weak/medium strength hands (HU), and that most 
people don't donk with their strong hands. Ex: he opens w/random hand, and the SB calls. 
flop rolls out K23r, SB donks almost pot, and he makes it 3x, the guy folds.  

· When you're in POS in a HU pot, and you flop very strong, and someone checks to you 
who you think may be capable of c/r w/air or something worse under the right 
circumstances, think about betting an amount that looks like you can be c/r'd off of 
it...example, the pot is 230, and you bet 180 or 190, somewhere in that range.  

· He says a lot of people come to him w/high VPIP's and low PFR, he says one way to 
merge these two stats is just to begin folding you're double suited garbage.  

· Look for guys who are multi-tabling, because they tend to be more robotic in regards to 
how they react to 3-betting.  

· He talks about something that he thinks is really exploitable in many situations. He says 
that when there's 3 other players in the pot, you have a license to go ahead and c-bet like 
crazy. People always give you credit when there’s 3 other plays in the pot. He says he 
doesn’t know why it is, but there’s some kind of disproportional disconnect between 
when there’s 3 people in the pot and 4 people in the pot. He says its pretty amazing how 
often it works.  

· If an aggressive player is c/c’ing you, look to barrel if you’re in position because most 
aggressive players will c/r you with most anything.  

· When people min raise PF, they usually expect people to 3 bet w/a wide range, so it’s a 
good idea to do it with a wider range because you can represent more.  

Additional Notes on Various Videos:  

· When considering opening from the cutoff with something marginal, make sure to 
consider how loose/tight the button is playing.  

· He emphasizes how important position is.  
· He thinks too many players don’t fold enough to 3 bets when they open pre flop when 

they’re first learning the game.  
· Very tight OOP  
· Open folded naked QQ in the hijack..! Pay attention to what they’re playing/folding.  



 

 

· PLO games are much better online than NLHE  
· Tendencies of mid stakes players (obv)  
·               Too loose PF and flop, but tight weak on turn/river if they don’t have the nuts.  
·               If your opponent never really gets out of line, bet most of the time in position.  
· Good way to think of PLO:  
·               There are no blinds, but everyone must pay $ ante, except when you’re on 

the BTN, the ante is $4. Nobody could overcome this if you had an advantage like 
this!  

· When donking, think about how likely it is that people hold hands they can continue 
with.  

· Cornellxc says he c/c a lot out of the blinds HU, because it allows players to barrel, and 
beside there just aren’t that many hands normally that can call you. A good hand to c/c 
OOP is 2nd nut flush 

Wazz 2/4 PLO – Overall strategy in PLO  

· His general strategy is to play more aggressively in POS than his opponents, and tighter 
OOP.  

· Says Ideal VPIP is somewhere between 20 and 35, and your PFR should be somewhere 
between 15 and 25.  

· On this video, he is focusing on how to beat the bad players. Obviously when you move 
up in stakes, you need to learn how to beat good players, but the main part of your money 
is always going to be coming from the weaker players in the game.  

· He says profit in PLO comes from chasing bad players. Every 10-15 minutes, he checks 
the tables to see if there’s any big fish hanging around. He says a big stat is players/flop 
percentage. Good indicator of tables to play.  

· Ok, he talks about when to call a raise out of the BB. Say you hold As6s2sTd, and UTG 
opens pot, and two people call. You have to think about your implied odds more than 
your expressed odds when you’re deciding whether to call or not. Also, sometimes it’s 
good to call with hands like this if you’re closing the action. That’s definitely a good 
though to have.  

· Important things you need to be good at in PLO to win  
o Understanding that PLO is high variance, and therefore you shouldn’t tilt, getting 

people to fold better hands than you, making good folds by having proficient hand 
reading skills (knowing when you’re beat),  

o Winning bigger pots with good hands comes from having a loose image. He says 
you don’t necessarily need a loose image if you’re up against donkeys though.  

o You also need to be aggressive, and when you have an equity edge, betting hard.  
o He talks a little bit about QQ, and says they have a lot of set value, but he folds 

raggedy queens in EP almost always.  
o He talks about how profit in PLO also comes from getting better at hand reading, 

meaning folding worse hands when you know you’re beat. How do you get good 
at that? Experience he says, and just recognizing more situations.  

o He talks about how important not tilting is, since there’s just a ton of variance.  

   



 

 

· Saw him fold AhTh82 EP1  
· He is generally very tight from the SB, because it’s the worst position at the table.  
· One thing I’ve noticed that he talks about, is all of his decisions are based on the 

actions/tendencies of the other players, which is something you really need to be thinking 
more about. For example, he talks about how against aggressive players, he doesn’t 
raise/complete in the blinds very much unless he has a very strong hand, because his 
position is pretty terrible.  

· He talks about how position is also something that improves your profitability in PLO 
immensely. He talks about how tight he is UTG (10% of all hands), and the types of 
hands he plays include limping aces, even good aces he might limp, and he says if he’s 
raising, he needs a really quality hand, like double suited wrap or ds high pair. Very 
important!  

· He says build bigger pots to win when you have a positional advantage…And you don’t 
need a quality hand to be raising in position. On the button and CO you should be raising 
with a wide range, he said you want to be forcing out the BTN with limpers, and really 
attack people who limp a lot.  

· He says open limping from anywhere besides UTG is a big mistake, and a huge leak.  
· He talks about his last thing (out of 5) that determine your profitability in PLO is getting 

people to fold the best hand. He says how do you get people to fold the best hand? You 
bet at them.  

· Says that if he raises PF, and he’s HU in POS after the flop, he c-bets between 70-90%, 
unless someone is obv likely to c/r frequently, or just doesn’t fold very much.  

· He talks about how to get better at playing PLO, and it basically has to do with 
experience and getting better at hand reading like I said before. But, he said if you’re just 
putting in a lot of hands without trying to earn a better understanding of your opponents 
psychology and tendencies, while bettering your play, then putting in a ton of volume 
doesn’t matter.  

· He says his basic poker philosophy is every time he plays a hand, or goes through a 
session, he likes to learn something from it. He says if you don’t have this philosophy, 
you’ll never get better, and you’ll never move up.  

· He says whether you are loose or tight, the key to making money is being aggressive on 
all streets, PF you want them to fold better hands than you.  

· He says you just need to play more and improve your game, every time you play, try to 
learn something. Have an open mind to new things, and don’t dismiss certain styles. Try 
to accept that certain lines aren’t always the best to take, and don’t dismiss other peoples 
method of thinking because it’s foolish to do so.  

· Ok, he talks a little bit about c-betting. He says when he c-bets, he always does it for full 
pot.  

· He says that when you’re in the SB, and you’re getting great odds to call a bet (even like 
20/1), sometimes it’s still good to fold because you will just get in way too many 
marginal situations post flop even if you hit your good cards.  

· Advocates folding low two pair hands pre flop, way too many tough spots he says.  
· 2 pair hands in your hand PF play better in 3 bet pots rather than limped pots.  
· TT99ds = big hand, because you either crush the flop or miss completely.  
· Ah7h89 and such are big hands for sure he says.  



 

 

· His postflop play deals with rarely bluffing/straightforward, semi-bluffing big draws, and 
value betting thin. 

Wazz 1/2 PLO: Post Flop Play  

· A lot of the profit comes from taking down small and medium pots.  
· He says most of the big pots are very even in equity, but to really improve your win rate, 

you need to be agg in position, and taking down raised pots, don’t worry too much about 
limped pots and getting really involved.  

· Ok, he says there’s a few things to think about when deciding whether or not to C bet:  
o Stack sizes: can you afford to fire a second barrel? If villain calls the flop, will 

you be able to scare/take him off with a second bet? This definitely needs to be 
incorporated in your overall strategy, because if someone is calling a lot of your c 
bets, you need to be able to fire two barrels to fire off weak draws and hands that 
have you beat. This is a good strategy against people who call you too much. If 
you’re going to be doing this kind of strategy, you need to be thinking about outs, 
and also have good reads on your opponents. Also, sometimes you have to fire a 
third barrel, so make sure you have 3 bets available. Another thing about firing a 
lot of c bets is it’s hard for players to call even one c bet if they know you’re 
going to be firing a lot of bets. So a lot of time you can take down a lot of pots 
because people fear the prospect of future bets.  

o The board is something else that’s important to consider. If you’re raising a wide 
enough range, you should be able to represent almost any board there is.  

o On paired boards and monotone boards, you can get away with smaller c-bets. On 
drawy boards, you need to be betting full pot.  

o You need to have good reads on your opponents at all times. Is the guy tight 
passive, loose passive, a draw chaser? If he’s a draw chaser, you can c-bet with a 
wider range.  

o Against a LAG, you need to be thinking more cautiously about which hands to c 
bet with. .Preserving draws etc. If you have a hand with showdown value, it’s 
good to check behind and see what develops on the turn. Your strategy is not to 
get bluffed off the best hand, but calling with the worst hand. You need to be 
thinking about how to use your position effectively.  

o Against chronic check raisers, you need to be checking behind more as well.  
o Call stations are played the same way. You need to be checking behind more 

because of obvious reasons. If you flop nothing, then bet. But if there’s something 
that could potentially improve your hand on the turn, checking back is a good 
option.  

o So when you have no showdown value, but you have a gutter or something, 
sometimes its better to check behind because you don’t want to get c/r’d off a 
hand that can hit.  

o So when you have some showdown value, but you’re behind the range of a hand 
that someone can check/call with, because you want to see if you can improve on 
the turn.  



 

 

o The most important thing to think about is when you have money behind, you 
have to have a plan of what you’re going to do on later streets. How you’ll bet 
depending on what hits, etc..  

· So when you’re OOP, example you’re raising UTG and called from someone behind you. 
How does your strategy change? Not that much he says. You’re still going to try to fire 
and take down the pot. Sometimes they’ll have a hand, many times not, but many times 
you’ll get called. You’re going to want to fire anyway, because it’s good to fire because it 
helps your image, it’s a threat of future bets, and then people will also not call you as 
much PF because they know you’re going to be firing a lot of flops. If you’re called, you 
can either fire again depending on player type, or shut down depending on board texture.  

· Here he talks about c-betting in multi way pots. You’re still going to want to be c betting 
the same sort of ranges of hands, he says you should be c-betting a little less, but the pots 
are bigger multi way, so it’s usually +ev to fire a bit more. You’ll need to think a little bit 
more though, he says that you should be firing a lot though if it’s multiway because 
people just c/f a lot. He says there’s really nothing wrong by blindly firing at a pot no 
matter your hand from time to time. Just don’t do it always.  

· Other things to consider in multiway pots: the more multiway, the more weight your bets 
take. Basically, the more players, the more fold equity. He says he has given up using 
blockers in PLO, because you just don’t have enough fold equity in that game. He says 
blockers OOP in limped pots are just pointless.  

· He says if you’re 3 betting in POS, what’s you strategy postflop? If you’re strategy is to 
be c-betting 70-90%, what range are you checking behind? Well you’re never checking 
behind hands that can’t improve. Ex: you have xxxx, 3 bet a CO open, and the board 
comes AAQ, and you have no showdown value at all, then you should always bet if it’s 
checked to you. You fold a lot of better hands by betting, (pairs etc). The range of hands 
you’re checking behind are hands that have showdown value, and hands that can improve 
on the turn. If you don’t have any draw to preserve, then there’s no need to check behind. 
There’s nothing wrong with checking behind hands that you would normally c-bet with.  

· In HU pots, the delayed c-bets are going to be hands that have some showdown value, 
and need to be protected on the turn, hands that aren’t c/r’d very much on certain boards, 
etc. TPTK etc.  

· The stage you need to get to, is when you don’t think about outs, you’re thinking 
about %equity on the flop against your opponents range of hands. Wow, that’s 
exactly what you’re going for no doubt.  

Lefty2506: 3/6 PLO  

· Says that when you’re multi tabling, you need to be aware of how much you’re c-Betting 
against the players.  

· Says that if you’re going to play a TAG style and multi -table (which is mostly your 
style), you need to find a way to get paid off, which you do by being very active in the 
CO and on the BTN, and attacking small pots while c-betting a lot.  

· Saw him fold Ac8c75 UTG  
· Doesn’t usually like to 3 bet AAxx on his first 3 bet at a table, because people will 

always put you on that.  



 

 

· He says to pretty much always c-bet full pot, otherwise you’re going to be wasting time 
typing on the keyboard all the time.  

· Think of Pre flop like setting up the hand for later on, that’s why you play hands that play 
well postflop.  

· Calls AdKdTJ a “1 bet hand”,,and warns not to call a 3 bet with because it plays so 
poorly against 3 a 3 betting range.  

· Says that when people are donking, generally it’s not strength, most of the time it’s a pair 
or some kind of draw.  

· Says he folds his SB pretty much always, and the only time he plays his SB is when he 
has a very strong hand, or when there’s a weak player in the BB. It’s just goes along with 
his philosophy of staying out of marginal situations, and making life easier for yourself.  

PLO: Whitelime and Phil Galfond  

· Sometimes you need to think about preventing yourself from being bluffed, even if you 
have some showdown value.  

· Galfond says he’s pretty tight OOP in PLO, and that you can’t really go wrong just 
folding all the time to raises, at least PF when you’re OOP. They both agree that position 
in PLO is much more important than position in NLHE. They also agree that you can’t 
really go wrong with 3 betting a wide range in POS.  

· The main thing he look for when he’s deciding to C - bet, is how often he’s getting c/r’d, 
but also how many times can he call a turn bet. For example, how many turns give him 
more outs, ex: if you have backdoor straight or flush outs.  

· Two concepts that are applicable in NLHE but not so much in PLO are slow playing 
hands, and drawing. He says there are a lot of times you need to consider top set as a 
draw, like he’ll just flat with top set on draw heavy boards because he knows he’s 
not a huge favorite against many peoples range, and he’s more or less looking for a 
safe turn to get more equity against drawy hands.  

· Whitelime says he has found that 3 betting in position is incredibly hard for anyone to 
counter in PLO. Phil says that only 20% of players at any stakes he has played don’t 4 bet 
the hands they should that aren’t AA.  

· In regards to flops, especially multi way, Phil likes to check back flops that are pretty 
strong, but can’t stand too much heat from a c/r. .  

· He says having pairs in your hands that aren’t high and with no suites is pretty terrible. 
You lose two pair outs.  

   

 

 

Stinger: Advanced PLO Concepts (All three sections together)  

· He says that he's more likely to 3 bet a late position open out of the SB with a hand he's 
going to play than to flat it, mainly because if you flat, the BB is much more likely to 



 

 

come along. So you can be deceptive using a 3 bet, and you are also isolating the late 
POS opener.   

· He talks about a player named allinbeneve, and he says that this certain player likes to 
min raise in POS in 3 bet pots a lot, which is a good strategy because it puts people in a 
lot of difficult spots.   

· Says that when players min raise the BTN, generally he won't give them any credit, so he 
can widen his 3betting range OOP, because sometimes they fold, but there's also a lot of 
flops that just completely miss them.   

· Says that if you have an opportunity to 4bet over the top of someone w/AAxx, leaving 
yourself with a PSB on the flop, you should probably take it.   

· If there's a player who 3bets a lot behind you, 3 betting AAxx is super profitable.   
· Says if you have 200bb+ stacks, calling becomes more practical.  
· Doesn't like flatting out of the BB very much, but thinks good hands to do it with are mid 

wrap type hands.   
· Thinks a big problem with players is getting hung up on the fundamental stuff, and not 

thinking or considering player specific things that really make the difference.   
· Talks about a hand like 6678ss out of the SB is impossible to play profitably, even 

against the worst players. Even double suited, calling out of the SB is a leak.  
· He's not a fan of playing weak QQxx or KKxx OOP.  
· Says he doesn't really like 3 betting QQxxds, but it plays really nice in a single raised pot 

in position.  
· Says most advanced PLO players check the BB w/AAxx that aren't premium in a limped 

pot, and even single suited ones too.   
· Says that against players who 3 bet a lot out of the blinds, l/c'ing KKxx hands is best 

because they play poorly in 3b pots.   
· Says he alters his CO ranges a lot depending on who's behind him. If there's a good 

player on his left, he tightens up a lot because a good player has such a huge advantage 
on you. But if there's a tight player, he's going to open a lot more. If there's a very loose 
player, you need to tighten your range as well. Also, the same goes for when you're UTG. 
If there's a lot of good players behind you, you have to narrow your opening range.  

· Thinks there's a lot of situations where limping in late position is better than raising. He 
says he doesn't limp UTG too much, but he knows a lot of very good players that do.   

· Stinger says messing around on 4 way flops is a bad idea... Which is interesting because 
that contradicts what Lefty said in his recent video.   

· Against good players OOP, you really shouldn't be playing too many hands, even for 
Stinger it's really challenging.     

Lefty2506: Live Sessions - PLO - 6/01/09  

· Says he's mostly going to be talking about theory during this episode   
· Essentially what the videos is about is an introduction to a video series he wants to make 

in the future where he switches the variables in his ranges.   
· This series is about differentiating your play against the other regulars at the table.  
· He talks about about how not many people are using the c/r effectively, and how it's a big 

mistake.   



 

 

· Good boards that are good for c/r'ing are Q57r, K86r, one that's dry enough that he 
doesn't have a very wide peeling range in POS.   

· Min bets are good in single raised pots when you're in POS.   
· He likes to c bet smaller against loose passive opponents when he's planning on barreling 

a lot of turns because it gives him a better price for it.   
· What he likes to do with his c/r or bluff raise range, on locked up boards like 9TJ, he c/r's 

with weak flush draws because he has good absolute equity against cbets, but his hand 
won't be playable if he gets called because he has no equity since his draws aren't good 
most of the time, so basically he just has air. It's not like you're folding away a bunch of 
equity, because when someone shoves on you on boards like that, it's not like you had 
any equity to start with anyway.   

· Bluff raising in position: against regulars, they won't be playing a ton of hands OOP, and 
you obviously will be playing more IP, so how do you get paid on your big hands? You 
need to widen your bluff raising range in POS, so you can narrow their OOP range.   

· Another spot where you can exploit regulars is picking up single raised pots, or limped 
pots on T9J boards, people are playing fit or fold 3 or 4 way. You should be stabbing at 
these flops frequently, you should take the initiative and stab at these pots. A lot of 
people will be in pot control mode, and will mostly call the flop and then folding the turn. 
Even the 2nd nut straight will do that a lot. These are spots where he definitely attacks.   

· A lot of regulars don't play well against short stacks. A short stack is inherently hard to 
read, because there are so many different types of short stacks. There's not a lot of 
variance in between the regs that buy in for full stacks, but with short stacks, there's good 
short stacks, bad short stacks, shot takers etc..   

· A short stacker's range is going to be much different UTG and on the BTN, so pay 
attention. But some other short stackers have no range elasticity, it just depends on how 
good their hand is and they go with it.   

· Lefty thinks that there are very few guys out there short stacking well though, so don't 
sweat it too much.   

· Lefty thinks that you should raise only to half a short stackers stack PF, because it will 
discourage other players from coming into the pot. Decent regs will notice this, and will 
perceive your actions as thus.   

· As far as exploiting MW, you have to be bluff raising in position to open up our 
opponents OOP ranges.   

· We need to bluff OOP when your maximum range is stronger than your opponents 
maximum range.   

· c/r 3 bet pots for good balance.   
· c/r hands to allow you to c/c certain hands OOP  
· In MW pots, you need to introduce the bluff raise fold, and c/r fold range on certain 

boards.   
· Picking up single raised pots 3 and 4 way where you can leverage the fold equity in your 

favor.   
· In HU pots, you need to c bet smaller for cheaper 2 barrels, or experiment with smaller 

raise sizes PF so you don't have to c bet as much postflop (pot control).   

Brian Townsend: Leakfinder 6.17.09  



 

 

· He says that in the lower stakes games, you should be isolating and 3b'ing very very light 
against opponents who don't really know what's going on. He says a 3b percentage close 
to 10 should be insanely profitable, because the only time people are really willing to 4b 
you is when they have AAxx.   

· The players you don't really want to be 3b'ing light are the loose passive type of players, 
which is kind of obvious because they are only raising with super premium hands.   

· Talks about "zombie tilt", which is basically a form of autopiloting where you're not 
thinking through decisions or analyzing situations as good as you could be.   

· Talks about how passive the games are right now, and how profitable they are at the 
moment.  

· Raising in position, taking down a lot of pots on the flop uncontested, taking down 
uncontested pots is where your money comes from he says.  

· Says that in PLO, there's rarely going to be a situation where getting your money in on 
the flop w/top two will turn a profit for you in the long run.   

   

   

Brystmar and Lefty2506: Two Heads Are Better Than One  

· Thinks that many regulars open too many pots out of SB in blind vs. blind situations. 
Says it's just almost impossible to play profitably against good players.   

· They say that you shouldn't worry about having an exploitable playing style, unless 
you're playing in a very tough game. Basically you're leaving money on the table if you're 
playing a non-exploitable style against players who wouldn't take advantage of your 
exploitable lines anyway.   

· Raising smaller than pot when it folds to you on the BTN is good against players who 3b 
light out of the blinds, because it keeps the SPR bigger pre flop, which is the bread and 
butter of PLO.   

· MicoTX's HUD looks like VPIP/PFR/AGG/3B/SAMPLE, which is interesting bc it's so 
small. He says against good players, a HUD loses it's value, but having pre flop stats is 
pretty useful overall. Lefty says that having a 3b % can be misleading because it takes 
awhile for a 3b stat to converge.   

· Says that donking/leading is a huge part of being a successful PLO player, mostly 
because you can use it to negate the inherent positional disadvantage in this game.   

· They both say they defend with basically any 4 in bvb deep situations.  
· Thinks that something that not many people do, is checking with medium to strong hands 

and letting aggro players bluff away their chips. Most decent players have come to the 
conclusion from hand reading and watching videos that people are c/c'ing with a weaker 
than normal range, so good players are prone to barrel a wide variety of boards. MicoTX 
thinks that adding this to your game is really important to becoming a good player.   

· Lefty says that anytime he has an aggro player on his left, he's opening any 2pr hand 
because they play very well in 3b pots.   



 

 

· MicoTX says his UTG limping range depends almost entirely on the table dynamics. If 
he's in a tough game, he limps much more often than normal, including with all his AAxx 
hands, but if it's a weak table he opens his entire range from all spots rather than limping.   

· Lefty says at a tough table, you can limp in EP more often, or you can just plain tighten 
up your overall playing range in EP.  

· MicoTX says 100BB deep, opening for the most part isn't a mistake, but as you get 
deeper you want to be limping and keeping the pot smaller PF when you're OOP much 
more often.  

· In the ante games, Lefty's basic PF strategy is always raise sizing as long as he isn't 10 
tabling.   

· MicoTX talks about how position is much more important in PLO than in NLHE. He 
says also that he normally plays something like a 28/22, but that it literally completely 
depends on the lineup at the table, specifically what kind of players have position on him, 
and who he has position on.   

· Says that a huge leak of players is when they open bvb and pot any flop 100% of the 
time, mostly just because their hand can't possibly stand heat on a ton of flops.   

· Does Raptor bets on the river with a very balanced range of anything from quads, to air 
bluffs, to NF's against aggro players to induce and to balance.   

· Playing PP's in position is much easier and necessary to do in PLO because when you do 
flop sets in PLO, it's basically a drawing hand on many boards, and even on dry boards 
the texture can change as the streets progress along, so it's very +ev to be able to control 
the action in position depending on what the board looks like. If you're OOP, many times 
you have to just stick the money in to protect, which kind of kills your action and screws 
you over when you're coolered, if that makes sense.   

· The other side of that is how rundowns are easier to play OOP than pairs are, mostly 
because if it checks through, or you bet and get called and you have a wrap, there's many 
turn cards that are good for you, whereas if you have a set on a QT8tt board, and you bet 
and get called, there's just so many bad turns for you. Does that make sense? Pretty juicy 
info actually.   

· Because of SPR considerations, he bets smaller as bluffs against short stackers, and will 
very rarely barrel obviously. But when stacks are deeper, you can maneuver more with 
blockers and against players who call too lightly on the flop.   

· Talks about a hand where he has AJJTds UTG, and how in an aggressive game he would 
limp with it, because he likes to keep the SPR small with a hand like that. Also says that a 
hand like this is cool because it induces iso's from hands that you have crushed.   

· Says that when you're deep, 3b'ing a hand like 5678ss is a no brainer even OOP just 
because people won't put you on having that in your 3b'ing range OOP.   

· Says that a hand like KKJ8ds plays well in 3b pots because you can flop an OP and FD 
against AAxx on short boards.   

· Lefty says he sees a lot of players who aren't adjusting to short stacks at the table in 
regards to PF raise sizing.  You need to be min opening or half potting when stacks are 
smaller, particularly with hands like T875ds that don't do very well AIPF, that need  to 
flop some equity post flop to take down pots.   

· One thing I've noticed about both of these players is how they base all of their decisions 
on the tendencies of players post flop. They are really good at multi street planning, and 
are always looking one step ahead of the decision that's immediately in front of them.   



 

 

· Followed through with a cool bluff on this one hand. It's a 4 way limped pot, they 
complete in the SB w/TT44r, BB checks. Flop is J22tt, they check to the BTN who's a 
weaker player and he bets min. They c/r for a few different reasons, but mostly because 
they're in the SB (so they can credibly rep a 2), also because it's MW (their bet has more 
credence), and because the weaker player is just never betting min there with a 2. Plus if 
they get called, they have 4 outs, so it's basically like having a gutter.   

· Something else I've noticed (and its' something I probably don't do enough) is how 
they're doing Raptor bets, and just really changing up their bets a lot to match the goals 
for the hand. For example, betting very small with the nuts to induce/confuse opponents 
etc. But remember not to do this against fishy opponents, there's just no need to balance 
against people who have no clue what's going on. They're only doing this against aware 
opponents.   

· A good saying/point that Lefty makes is that as the stacks are deeper, the more suited to 
the nuts your flush draws need to be. The hand in question they're discussing is 7759ds, 
in a MW pot, you're just never going to win a big pot with a flush. Bad FD's are good 
against short stacks, but not when you get deeper stacks involved.   

· MicoTX prefers to have super loose passive fish two to his left rather than on his direct 
left. This is because then the said player will be OOP more often, since when you open 
on the CO and BTN, they will be OOP in both of these situations whereas if they're on 
your direct left it's only one. Also, the big leak of the aforementioned LP's is that they call 
too loose out of the blinds, so you'll just be able to play super profitably against them 
when they're two to your left. Lefty also chimes in by saying that having a LP on your 
left really hurts your cb'ing range as much, since you can't cb with air as much. Shitty!  

· Says 3b'ing OOP is a recipe for disaster against good players, but against bad players it's 
good because they'll be making a lot of mistakes, and generally don't respond to 
aggression very well.   

· Lefty says he 3b's 4567 in POS 100BB deep basically always.   
· Gets in kind of an interesting spot when they're 200BB deep with a weak LP fish on their 

right. LP opens, and he says he would strongly consider 3b'ing KTJ5ss, but when he does 
so, would 3b smaller than pot, just to discourage him from 4b'ing, but even if he did you 
can get a better price on his 4b. Kind of the same thing you teach to students, but I found 
it interesting that they reinforced what you teach, but also that they do it so light. HU in 
POS against a fish is hugeeee.   

· They both agree that Non SD winnings are a huge piece of being successful in PLO; you 
just have to play aggro enough to pick up pots without hands.   

· Lefty thinks in the state of the games, he doesn't try to rep AAA on A high boards, 
because people are over repping flopping top set, and people are just starting to peel with 
Axxx hands much more often now.   

· The main reason you want to raise smaller PF against short stacks is so they have enough 
room to fold post flop. If you open full pot into a short stack, you make them stack off 
lighter on the flop since there's more dead money out there, so if you open smaller you 
give yourself a better chance of taking it down with a cbet postflop.   

· Talks about how a hand like KK89ddd is a hand that he won't open UTG in tough games. 
It's just not profitable against tough players. It's really not a very strong hand. He says he 
prefers limping it to opening it.   



 

 

· Says that with the weakest of hands in bvb situations, he'll just check his option when a 
weak player limps because people still make a lot of hands and you'll end up committing 
yourself to barreling with bad hands against calling stations, which is definitely -ev.   

· Lefty says that one of the common problems of all poker players is projecting their own 
play onto their opponents. More clearly, thinking that everyone knows what you do, or 
that they're of the same skill level as you are. So when you assess their lines, you think 
"oh he wouldn't bet 'x' with 'x' range because he should know xyz", but they don't. 
Players are typically pretty poor, but he talks about a couple of ways to get over this. He 
says you can do a couple things, like only playing a couple of tables at a time, getting a 
REAL picture of what their game is like, or he says playing live gives you an idea of how 
this should be done, since you can only focus on each players tendencies. This is one of 
the main reasons why you can just own people live so badly.   

· Axxx is 50% against weak KKxxr  
· They discuss how weak QQxx are in this game, and the reason it comes about is when the 

following situation comes up. A 22bb stack opens on the BTN, and MicoTX asks Lefty 
what his 3b'ing/getting it in range would be against a short stack. Lefty says any AAxx, 
KKxx, and then 4 Broadways, and he also says premium QQ but it's close. He says three 
broadways with a dangler he would fold.   

· They also run through some pretty awesome equity simulations on ProPokerTools. They 
run various equity matchups against the top 20% of hands, and for basically all hands that 
aren't AAxx KKxx combos, you're either an underdog or directly flipping (included in 
this are broadways, and suited premium rundowns). What they deduced was that the 
best/most profitable way to play against a less than 50bb stack is to flat an open with the 
rundown hands, flop some equity, and then let them hang themselves since they will be 
betting the flop very wide. Premium QQxx are probably better to just get in against these 
short stackers.   

· MicoTX plays an interesting hand where he flops the nuts on JJ8 flop with good player 
behind him and LP in front of him. He says with good players in the pot, he'll c/f if he 
misses a good amount of the time because they'll make his life pretty miserable, and 
won't allow him to play the hand like he wants to, but if there's LP's in the hand or bad 
players, he'll generally bet like 2/3 pot with his entire range.   

· Lefty says that many LP's who min raise UTG will often show up with premium 
rundowns, AAxx and KKxx hands  

· In one hand, they get dealt QJ89ds UTG, they open and get 3b by a regular. Lefty makes 
a good point when MicoTX asks if they should 4b, and Lefty says sometimes you can for 
balance, but generally the deciding factor for him when 4b'ing premium rundowns like 
that is making sure he has enough money behind to bet close to full pot on the flop to 
maximize his FE when it comes 442 or any low card flop for that matter when he literally 
has like no equity and he's trying to fold OP's. Very good point.   

· They discussed the merits of 3b'ing smaller in position, mostly just because it's 
practically impossible to combat with both your premium rundowns and premium pairs 
as well. They say it's a pretty sick strategy, which is dope because I've been doing it for a 
long time!  

· They play a hand that's similar to an example in Tom's book. Ok it's bvb against a tight 
regular player, and the tight regular limps the SB, they raise with ATT8ss and the SB 
calls. Flop is AJ4tt, they have no redraws. Lefty says many people incorrectly check 



 

 

behind here, but explains why you need to be betting. You're betting here to protect, 
because like Tom says, in PLO, you'd much rather have them fold, because any Jxxx or 
4xxx hands have like 35-40% equity against you, but those hands will basically always 
fold. I thought it was a pretty good explanation of why you need to be betting on flops 
like these for sure.   

Vanessa Selbst: PLO PRO  

· Thinks you should really not be completing very much out of the SB. Mostly you should 
just fold or raise.   

· Thinks you really need a very good hand to even complete out of the SB.  
· Thinks that too many people are scared of really LP's when they bet small, like they get 

scared of bluffing them because they're under the impression that they never fold. She 
doesn't think this is true. Most of the time when they bet like 25% pot or something 
they're scared of the nuts.   

· Makes a really good point about preying on weakness from players. When someone leads 
into with weakness and you're deep enough to keep bluffing them on later streets when 
they check to you, it can be really profitable because now they're just putting more 
money into the pot on earlier streets to be bluffed off of on later streets.   

· 30bb - short/medium stack  
· She thinks in PLO, you don't need the initiative to donk out, because people don't bet 

multi way flops enough. Normally if people bet in 4 way pots, they have big hands, so 
c/r'ing isn't a good situation for us. The hand in qu  

· Talks about a hand that illustrates a situation you often talk about with your students. The 
hand in question goes like this. They have Ac4cKQ in the BB, and a 29bb stack opens 
pot in the CO, and the BTN calls, Vanessa says she would squeeze here because of the 
shorter stack, and the post flop playability of this hand OOP. Plus, the BTN is going to 
play really straightforwardly postflop, so you won't be put in a ton of tough spots after the 
flop. Anyway, the student decides to flat, and they see a 4way flop of 9cTc3x. Vanessa 
makes a good point that goes along with the saying you give your students that says 
"when deciding on which line to take, take the line that reps the widest range of hands, 
not one hand". She explains how she likes donking here, because worse draws will call 
you, and you're really only getting raised by two pair or a set here, which is a hand they 
don't have all that often. If a club rolls off, you might stack someone, but then she makes 
another interesting point. She says she would like c/r'ing if we had Ac3cKQ instead of 
the hand we actually had, because it adds a lot of equity to our hand, and would actually 
be close to a value raise. Without the 3 in our hand, our equity was about 40% against a 
stacking off range, but with the 3 in our hand it would make our equity close to 50%, 
pretty interesting!  

· She describes hands that she 3b's as "fine but not great" lol.   
· She goes into more detail about her overall view of 3b'ing, and why she does so. It kind 

of goes along with "cleaning up your outs" as DJ would say. So most of the time when 
she's 3b'ing, she's doing it to play a hand that flops pretty well in most scenarios, but with 
a hand you won't be drawing to the nuts with in a 4 or 5 way pot. She uses an example of 
a hand like QJT9 being a hand that's fine MW, but if you have QJT7 on the other hand, 
you should probably 3b that and get HU because it does much better IP against one 



 

 

person than against many other players. Makes sense! It definitely goes along with what 
you've learned from Tom's book so far.   

· She emphasizes the importance of table selection, and if there's more than 1 short stack 
you should just quit.   

· Correctly tells him good fold when he mucks QT68ds UTG  
· The kind of notes you want to take against people are when they check behind hands like 

the second nuts, so when they bet the flop or river they are going to have a polarized 
range. The kind of things you look out for are whether or not they have a polarized 
range.   

· She's pretty nitty. He makes a remark about his VPIP being like 25, but she says that's 
fine at the lower levels, but as you move up you need to go even lower. Pretty surprising 
in my opinion.   

· Considers 6% 3b to be very high.  
· When you're making a play at someone, think about how they're perceiving your range. 

For example, the hand in question goes like this. 100bb stack min raises UTG, we call 
with As6s58, CO 3b's full pot and we call along with the UTG raiser. Flop is 774, and it 
checks to the 3b'er, who bets 19 into 30. She explains how since he 3b's 6% of hands, he's 
going to be bf'ing a lot of missed wrap type cards, and even against the top of his range 
we're doing not terrible. She thinks you get a fold a ton of the time here. In this case 
against AAxx, we have 47% equity, but what's important to realize here is that he's 
betting basically 100% of his range given what the action and board texture is.   

· Ok, she says there's some things to consider with high card AQKx type hands:   
o Their value goes down when there's more people in the pot.   
o Their value goes up the fewer the people in the pot.  
o Their value goes up the more you inflate the pot pre flop, because the less strong 

of a hand someone needs to commit because their pot odds are better. With these 
type of hands, a small pot sucks because you need to flop the nuts to get value 
since people wont stack off very light but in inflated pots they have better 
playability.   

· They go over a hand that's both interesting, and that a lot of people get confused about so 
I'm going to write it. They open over a limper with AJAQcc, and the BTN calls and so 
does the limper. The flop is J94hh, and she talks about how you just should never really 
bet this flop for a couple of reasons. First, it hammers people range, and second, if our 
plan is to just bet the flop and try to get HU and then give up, what were we betting in the 
first place for anyway? Think about how many cards are even good for you on the turn, 
and think about how you just really need to give up on hands that you have no chance of 
winning. She also says that some people think of how they have the "best hand" in a 
situation like this, but you really don't have the best hand because at showdown you'll 
rarely have the winner.   

· Says that in PLO, you should float on rainbow boards, but not on two tone boards. You 
can bluff raise two tone boards, but floating on two tone boards is no good.   

· Makes a good point about the hand in question. For example, he flats a CO raise 
w/Ac6c77, and the flop is J34ss. The pre flop raiser cb's, and she explain why she likes 
bluff raising in comparison to floating because he really doesn't have much, and by bluff 
raising you keep him from picking up equity on the turn. In addition, she says if you have 
a hand like 567x, it's better to float because if you raise and he comes over the top of you 



 

 

when you have 567x, you just got raised off of equity but if you have 567x without 
spades, you can bluff a spade on the turn as well.   

· They get in an interesting hand where he raises IP bvb w/A884ddcc, sb calls, flop is 
Q43dd, and he gets c/r'd on the flop by a normal tagish player. It looks like the guy has 
QQxx, but the interesting part comes on the turn which is an 8. The villain bets pot, and 
the student is worried about him having trip queens, but they end up doing the ev of the 
play and Vanessa proves a pretty important point about not only what your ev is like 
against a range, but also combinatorically how he has so much more than just a set of 
queens there. Overall just something to remember in regards to how combinatorics 
changes the dynamics of a situation or the ev of a call/fold.  

· If you ever see anyone check raise in a spot without the nuts where given their line they 
situationally probably should, you really need to make sure and take a note on it.   

· The more aggressive a level becomes, the more you should call with middle pairs she 
says. It makes sense, because if you play lower pairs at the lower stakes, people don't 
stack off as light since they're more passive, so they'll only stack off with a better set than 
you. They don't stack off with top two or draws as much, but at the higher limits, where 
people's stack off ranges are a lot lighter, PP's have a lot more value.   

· Steve brings up a really good question for Vanessa. One of his tables is really fishy, with 
an average table VPIP of 41, and the guy on his left is playing a 60/10, and there's a few 
others who are either complete fish or maniacs, and he says what do I do with this table 
when I'm never going to be able to steal the BTN, should I leave the table? Her reply is 
pretty awesome. She says you basically just need to figure out how to play maniacs and 
huge calling stations OOP. You need to figure out how to beat them, and why they're 
maniacs, specifically in regards to why they are fish. For example, you need to pick your 
hands more selectively, and be willing to value bet very thinly, or if they are peeling the 
flop really wide, be willing to double barrel them. You should never leave a table if 
there's a huge fish on your left, but having a good aggressive player on your left is a 
much different story. I thought this was a really great point.   

· Make sure to take notes on what people's bet sizes are when they are going for value on 
later streets. For example, if people are betting full pot on the river thinly, then that's very 
important. Someone who bets pot on the river for value is an example of someone who 
isn't polar.   

· She makes a really good point about when you should c/r bluff with complete air. Steve 
gets dealt QTTJr out of the SB, an aggressive player opens, we call, and BB calls as well. 
the flop is K83cc, we check and the original raiser cb's 14 into 16. Vanessa says this is a 
good time for a c/r bluff, because he's going to cb his entire range, but really can't 
continue with very much of it. She also mentions that even if it's a breakeven play ev 
wise, it will be very good for your image in the long run and will make your stats more 
aggressive so that people stack off against you lighter in the future. Good points for sure.   

· She brings up a pretty cool concept. Let's say you get to the river, and the board is 
8AJ2Ar, and you river a boat. Against a good or thinking opponent, she likes betting 
small to either induce or get a crying call for a couple of reasons as opposed to checking. 
The biggest and most interesting reason is because if your opponent decides to bluff, now 
they need to bluff bigger, and so when they actually do bluff you get paid more so it's 
mathematically a much more profitable play for you, which I thought was a really good 
point.   



 

 

· Steve asks her about blind v blind play, and she says she just plays very tight out of the 
blinds unless there's a very weak player in the BB. She compares playing out of the SB to 
the same range you would play UTG+1. She also says she pretty much never limps the 
SB, she's always raising to take initiative, and also if she's opening bvb, she's going to be 
playing good hands, so she's looking to build a pot anyway even though she's OOP.   

· For the purpose of getting better, she talks about how important reviewing not only your 
sessions (hands etc), but your coaching sessions is really important. I agree completely, 
because I've noticed the more successful students I've had normally record all of their 
sessions.   

· Vanessa says that for the most part, when players (especially weaker ones) c/r dry boards 
and then check the turn, it's almost always weakness.  

· Says that in the ante games you can complete a little looser in ante games because of the 
extra dead money.   

· Vanessa says she loves double paired hands. Saw her tell him to raise UTG with JJ44ss  
· AJ77ss = shitty to raise over limpers, obv.  
· She says raggedy QQxx and KKxx are just a fold when someone opens PF  
· Says that in smaller pots, she bets bigger or basically full pot (smaller pots as in limped 

pots etc).  
· Saw her raise A2hhQK UTG for obvious reasons, but what happens next brings up 

a pretty cool point about where to bluff c/r on later streets. So they raise UTG with 
the aforementioned hand, and a 60/3 flats IP, and the flop is 993. They cb, and the 
LP calls, the turn is a brick, and she explains how if they never fold the flop then 
this would be a great time to c/r bluff the turn because his pre flop calling range is 
so wide, and so is his flop calling range, so when the turn comes it looks like you're 
giving up, so when he bets the turn his range is just so wide on all the other streets 
that it's hard for him frequency-wise to show up with a 9 there so it's really hard for 
him to continue with anything besides a 9, which he rarely has. Juicy!  

· In a single raised pot, if it's 3 way and they both check to you on a rainbow board, you 
will almost always take it down with a cb in position so fire away with pretty much your 
entire range there. The hand in question is a K89r board against two opponents, one of 
which is a LP and the other is a reg.   

· She says she would never limp in the ante games, you have to at least min raise.   
· Suggest min raising UTG with trashy AAxx hands because it widens your UTG min 

raising range to stronger than usual hands, and she says that in general she doesn't like 
limping UTG with anything very often.   

· Gives a pretty cool explanation about a hand in a 3b pot. He opens Ac5c78 in the CO,, 
and gets 3b by a relatively nitty 3b'er on the BTN.   

· Says that she doesn't steal very often with bad hands on the BTN, hands like 4473 etc., 
but if there's nitty players in the blinds she'll steal more, but still not with terrible hands,   

   

Brian Townsend - Lives Sessions: Deep Ante Tables (200PLO)  

· Thinks that in the ante games you can play a huge number of hands from the CO and the 
BTN if you're not getting re-raised very much.   



 

 

· Says there's a lot of incentive to open a lot in late position to steal the extra dead money 
that's in the pot, particularly if the blinds aren't playing back very much.   

· In the CO and BTN he makes it 3x, and from EP and MP he full pots it, and he explains 
that this is because he's going to be opening a tighter range from EP and MP, so he wants 
to push his equity edge when he can, but in LP he's just looking to give himself a good 
price to steal the dead money in the pot.   

· Saw him fold JJxxss to a min open from a solid reg when he was on the BTN, kind of 
interesting figured he'd call and try to outplay postflop but he explains that he's going to 
be multi way most of the time.   

· His strategy against someone who looks to make moves or appears to be bluffy, is to 
semi-bluff more, and go on complete bluffs less, and to slowplay  

· Says that a big mistake of new players to PLO make is they don't flat enough and induce 
bluffs enough. Always think about maximizing your overall/long term expectation. The 
hand that brings up this point is when he opens the BTN w/J357ss, and gets 3b by an 
aggressive player. He calls and sees a flop of J45r, the guy cb's and instead of re-raising 
brian likes calling so the guy continues to bluff off his chips. Brian turns the nuts, and 
still doesn't raise, and says he's just going to call the river bet as well no matter what 
basically.  

· The aggressiveness of the BB when you're in the SB is what dictates how you can play 
bvb. If he's really aggro, you're just going to have to fold the vast majority of your hands. 
This allows you to raise small with QKJTds, which are such strong hands that she doesn't 
mind being OOP because when it connects it connects very hard.   

   

INTERNET POKERS - Live Sessions: HU PLO  

· He donked the flop on a J83 flop with TJQ3, he says that leading flop is really important 
in PLO, which is different than in NLHE because in NLHE you can get away a lot of 
times with basically never donking, but in PLO giving free cards is pretty miserable, and 
you really don't want to risk a flop getting checked through with a lot of different hands.   

· Mentions that sometimes you should bet small just to get called when you know they 
can't possibly get a hand. Say the flop checks through on a QJ5tt board, and you end up 
rivering a flush or something and it checked through. There's nothing wrong with betting 
1/6th pot to get paid.  

· Much harder to bet with nothing in PLO than it is in NLHE.   
· Says you can't go wrong with 3b'ing a hand like AJT7ss deep  
· Talks about range elasticity when you're barreling, and how you need to pay attention to 

how much you're betting when your 2nd and 3rd barreling. For example, the board is 
A34r, he cb's and gets called, turn is a 9c, he bets again and gets called, the river is like 
$800, and the guy checks again (Kc), he has nothing at this point, and mentions how your 
EV is directly proportional to how much you bet, since if you bet like 90 or whatever he's 
calling you with a huge range but at some point he's either calling or not, or his range 
becomes inelastic, so you should be thinking about what point that's at, or what amount 
that is so you can give yourself the best price for your bluff. He thinks betting something 
like 380 in that situation is correct.   



 

 

· He says that betting for protection in PLO is really important, whereas in NLHE people 
will often tell you that betting for protection is bullshit. He says that even though 
protection is a big reason for betting, you need to understand that there's more to betting 
for protection than just preventing your opponent from realizing their equity, which is 
mainly what people mean when they say 'bet for protection'.   

RiverBoatKing - Duel HU 200PLO  

· Believes that a HU isn't nearly as important in HU as it is in 6max for a few different 
reasons. HU decision making is based off of game flow and very opponent specific 
details, and six max is betters suited when there's a lot of players to pay attention to. Also 
at six max, people are more likely to just play a template and not get out of line as much, 
or to alter their play as much in comparison to HU play.   

· Says you need to play snug OOP still,   
· If you're against an opponent who 3b's a lot, you can adjust by min raising or limping the 

BTN more with weakish hands.   
· Although you won't be folding to many 3b's, you should do so with your very crappy 

hands like K752  
· Thinks people over adjust too often by playing too many hands OOP.   
· Donks boards like 332 with a pretty wide range because they get checked back a lot.   
· When you're 200+bb deep, you can 4b a wider range because people will actually fold to 

your 4b's many times.   
· The deeper it is, the harder it becomes to 3b, particularly against a good opponent.   
· Against some opponent, they play really fit or fold in 3b pots, so against these players 

regardless of how deep you can 3b with a huge range because they give up so much.  
· But, against some opponents who call all your 3b's, and float you etc, 3b'ing becomes 

more of a value game because you'll need an actual hand more often to take down the 
pot. Against good opponents, it becomes difficult to play big pots OOP.   

· K high flush draws have a lot of value in HU play whereas in 6M not as much.  
· When you're 100bb deep, it's easy to ship it in. Flop some equity, and get it in, which 

makes a good argument for 3b'in hands that flop smoother equity. Think of your pre flop 
hand in terms of the turn.   

· Talks about floating and cb bluffing bet sizing. He says it's important to make it cheaper 
for your bluffs so, especially for reasons stated before about making it cheaper on the turn 
as well, then you won't have to barrel as big, and your bluffs won't have to work as often. 
Don't just mash the pot button!  

   

 

 

Banana - 200PLO Live Sessions  

· I thought this was one of the better videos I've seen in awhile, particularly at 200PLO.   



 

 

· He really emphasized on playing pots aggressively and how he thinks most players at the 
100 and 200 levels aren't 3b'ing enough, but particularly OOP. He likes 3b'ing OOP for a 
few different reasons, but mainly because it negates the positional disadvantage in PLO, 
but you have to make sure you're 3b'ing against aggressive openers, and not against nits 
or people who are opening from EP. 3b'ing SB vs. BTN when the BTN is opening too 
much will be quite profitable for you.   

· Something else I took away from the video was how in HU pots, he basically always bets 
full pot no matter what. He talks about the same stuff you do in your lessons where 
betting smaller widens their calling range, but betting bigger narrows it significantly, and 
deters people from getting out of line against you. This could be a reason why you are 
getting c/r'd a lot, since you're not betting full pot on paired boards and such. You could 
easily be encouraging people to c/r you lighter.  

· He mentions something important about stats that I think is worth noting. First, he didn't 
play with a HUD during this video series (he was 6 tabling fwiw), and explained the 
importance of taking good notes and being an observant player, both of your opponents 
images, but their perception of yours as well.    

· Saw him limp 4456ss on the BTN after another limper. Definitely the right play there.   
· Explains that one thing he's noticed is how weaker players generally insta-full pot it with 

strong hands on the river.   

Lefty2506 - Steals and Peels - $1k PLO  

· Starts off by saying that a common problem with PLO players is their inability to plan 
ahead for later streets. A lot of people basically bet the flop and then get to the turn and 
say "now what?".   

· Plays a hand in the beginning where he opens AJJ9ss bvb, and gets called by 100bb stack 
unknown. Flop is K52dd, and he has no FD. He cb's 3/4 pot and gets raised, and says that 
good aggressive players should be raising flops like that with a wide range because it will 
make your life very tough.   

· Here's a hand I want to mention. He opens AQT2ds in the CO and gets called by a guy he 
believes to be snug out of the blinds. The flop is AK7r, and lefty decides to check back. 
The thing I want to bring up is how he says "this player knows that I don't have air on this 
flop", which is something interesting to note, and is worth considering when you're 
playing other regulars. They will basically always be betting their weakest hands and 
strongest hands on the flop, but checking back medium strength hands. I thought that was 
pretty cool.   

· Says you need to take advantage of spots where your "maximum range" is bigger than 
your opponents, and to be more specific, he's talking about perceived ranges here. The 
hand in question was bvb where he cb a flop of QK8r with QTxx, turn was a Q, he bet 
and got called again, river was a J, so board is QK8QJ, he checks because worse hands 
can't really call him there, but then his opponent bets 130 into like 210, and lefty c/r's him 
because he says he can't really have a boat there, and he pretty much has to fold a straight 
every time. His perceived range beats that of his opponents. So juicy!  

· Ok, I want to talk about this hand he played where Lefty looks up this guy sooo bad, and 
honestly his thought process was really amazing. So lefty opens QJ78hhss on the BTN 
and get's a caller. Flop is K72ssh, the guy checks and Lefty checks back, turn is a Qd, and 



 

 

the guy bets something close to pot, lefty calls, river is a brick, and the guy bets 
something really close to pot almost instantly. Lefty talks about why he ends up calling, 
and it's really juicy. First, since the guy insta potted it, Lefty knows he probably isn't 
value betting thinly, because value betting thinly on that kind of board would definitely 
take some thought, and besides, what kind of hands could he really vb thinly there? He 
isn't going to vb Kxxx thinly, but he'll probably pot all of his missed draws and stuff like 
that. He also mentions that when people instant pot it like that, it means they're weak. 
Also, he doesn't think his opponent would bet that big if he had a good hand, because he 
can't really expect to be called very often, so why wouldn't he just bet smaller to get a call 
rather than bet so large?   

· Says that his general overall strategy in the blinds is to be aggressive until someone 
doesn't let you be aggressive anymore.   

· Says that a big leak of many players has always been controlling the size of the pot in 
PLO. Basically, people allow the pot to get out of control with poor hands.  

· Plays another pretty ridiculous hand that I want to go over, because his hand reading here 
really is incredible. He opens UTG with AA93ss, and get called on the BTN by a 27/15 
player, stacks are 160bb effective. Flop is 386r, one spade, lefty bets 50 into 70, and the 
opponent raises to 200, and lefty called. turn is a 9s, Lefty checks, the guy bets 320 now, 
and Lefty goes over his thought process that's basically saying that you need to consider 
what someones value range is during a hand. In this particular hand, his opponents value 
range is 57, or 7T, and he knows he would have to b/f sets or two pairs, and that given the 
board texture and the opponent knowing what Lefty's UTG opening range is, he figured 
he could have a lot of bluffs, and semi bluffs in his range, and given the fact that Lefty 
picked up equity on the turn etc, he thought it was a highly profitable play. What you 
really should take away from this is identifying what someones value range is, and then 
coming over the top of them when it's really narrow and you think they should fold.   

· Suited and well connected Kings are somewhere around 35% against random AA** 
hands.   

· Ok, Lefty talks about something really important that you should take note of. He says 
that one thing you really want to pay attention to in your opponents is how they play a 
certain type of hand, which is top pair and sidecards on dry flops. Ex: Q*** on Q64 flop. 
Do they raise cb's or just call? You can infer a lot from this, because if they just call those 
types of hands, you can assume they don't raise cb's light.   

· Brings up a cool point on another hand. He's playing bvb in position against a guy with 
60bb, he flats his open w/KQJ9cc, flop is AT7cc, villain bets 50 into 70, left raises to 
only 180 because he says he's fine calling a shove obviously, but what he really wants is 
for him to flat with a wide range and then c/f the turn. He has such a strong draw, and his 
equity is so good against his range that he either wants him to peel with a bad ace, and 
then fold the turn, or get it in with a bad draw. If he were to just pot and get it in on the 
flop, then he'd be missing a lot of value that he could get on later streets. Juicy!  

· One thing I've noticed is that he really focuses on what his opponent's 3b percentage is 
from the blinds. For example, when he pulls up someone's HUD stats, he really likes to 
look at how often they're 3b'ing OOP, because obviously it varies a lot from player to 
player, and it gives you a better idea of how wide you can peel against 3b's.   

· Has 5678cc in the BB in a limped pot, says he likes leading into a 79Kr flop to clean up 
some of his pair outs.   



 

 

· Talks about what your range should be like for delayed c-betting here. The hand in 
question is where he has A559dd bvb IP. The flop is A24ss, and he talks about how if 
you're going to be checking back medium strength hands, you're going to want to do it 
with hands you can call a turn bet with. Here, you should probably just bet since it's 
going to put you in an awkward spot on a lot of turns when your opponent leads, so 
betting will make your life easier, and in the midstakes games, players will definitely be 
leading a lot of turns.   

· Makes an interesting point when he's talking about 3b'ing. 100bb effective, a 22/16 opens 
from UTG, and he says you can assume that most reasonable players will be more like a 
22/8 from EP, and a 22/30 from LP if that makes sense. He chooses to 3b QJT7ss, which 
he doesn't like very much because he'll be getting 4b a lot. Says he would like to be at 
least 120bb deep to 3b an EP raiser with a QJT7ss type hand.   

· Gets AQJTds in the CO and 3b's someone but then talks about how if a reasonably 
TAG'ish villain opened UTG that it'd be just a flat, because he doesn't want to match up 
against a 4b with this type of hand, and that he'd have to be at least 150bb deep to 3b an 
UTG opener with a reasonable UTG opening range. He says that even people who have 
decently balanced UTG opening ranges will still have high card/high suit heavy UTG 
opening ranges, so 3b'ing those type of hands is kinda terrible.   

· Says that one of the keys to PLO is not being the first player to give away information 
about your range. This is something you can put into QP, or have it be one of the rules for 
post flop play or something. It's basically in sync with your motto of "not taking the line 
that reps one hand, but the widest range of hands".   

· Goes over a really cool concept about regulars who 3b something like 8% out of the 
blinds. So basically what he says, is that most midstakes regulars have figured out how 
difficult it is to play AA** or KK** out of the blinds, especially the weaker ones, so 
they've taken those out of their 3b'ing range unless it's the strongest ones, which Lefty 
says equates to only like 2% of hands. Therefore, hands like AKQ3ds or bigger 
broadways become good hands to 4b because given the fact that you have card removal 
implications, they don't show up with AA** very often. In short, they're basically more 
likely to be 3'bing rundowns or worse broadways than you. Juicy! Perhaps you should 
include something in QP about 3b'ing against regulars?   

· Saw him min open JK45ds UTG, probably because there were short stacks but I just 
wanted to make note of that.   

· Talks about a pretty common spot here. 35bb stack opens the BTN, he has QJ89ss, and 
he says he sees a lot of players make the mistake of 3b'ing this type of hand against a 
short stack. It really doesn't play well in a situation like that. The value in that hand 
comes from its' postflop playability, not in it's raw preflop equity matchups. Just call and 
look to see if you flop something and then get it in is the best play in those types of 
situations.   

 

Stinger: Live Sessions PLO 



 

 

• Says that from his experience against unknowns, half pot on the river is usually a bluff, and full 
pot is normally for value. People just generally show up with bluffs a lot more when they lead 
half pot on the river it seems.  

• There isn’t really a ton to take from this video that you don’t already have in your video notes, 
but one thing that’s important to note is how aggressive he is in position; it’s really amazing 
how much he three-bets in position, particularly when he gets deep with players. It’s also really 
cool how he adjusts to how players view him. As he notices them loosening up, he widens his 
value range and doesn’t bluff as much.  

• Thinks that becoming good at PLO, or being successful at it is centered around being 
aggressive, but making sure you’re aggressive in the right spots. He also is very strong 
advocate for three-betting OOP against aggressive late position openers, and says it’s 
something that a lot of players don’t take enough advantage of.  

 

Phil Galfond and SoCalQuest: 2/4 and 1/2 HH review 

• Phil talks about a semi-interesting hand where SoCal opens pot UTG w/AAJQds. On a T62r 
flop, 100bb stack guy leads pot into three other players. SoCal decides to call, and the turn is a 
K, doesn’t bring the FD though. Player leads pot into SC again, and they debate whether to 
raise or not. Phil bring up an interesting point about if you’re in the position of the villain when 
you’re barreling, and you’re actually doing it with a big draw (in this case with like 6789), and 
the draw gets there on the river, the best thing to do is check so your oppponent bluffs it, 
because you know your opponent is drawing and your perceived range is having a made hand. 
Make sense? 

• He talks about how in position, a Q64hh board is good to raise over cb’s with air. 

• Overall this video didn’t have a ton of juicy content, but I think it’s still worth watching.  

Jman 400 PLO 6m Part 1: 

• Emphasizes the importance of c/r’ing on later streets, and how he’s always looking for 
opportunities to do so. It’s important for your opponents to know that they’re not capable of 
value betting you light, and that you’re capable of anything.  

Phil Galfond: Deep with antes 

• This is a good hand to use for donking, or good spots to donk. Make sure to talk about board 
texture and player types to do it against.  

Don Nguyen - Dealing With Maniacs - HUPLO: 



 

 

• One thing he says that’s cool is that most maniacs will have two bet sizes that you want to 
note. One bet size is for instances where they plan on b/f’ing, and another is when they plan on 
b/f’ing. For example, many aggro players will barrel half pot with the intention of folding to a 
raise, but always call the rest off if they’re barreling pot. QP - Note taking/Bet Sizing 

• A couple of adjustments you can make to aggro 3b’ers is to min raise and call all 3b’s. The 
second is to fold the trashier hands you don’t want to call a 3b with. Either by just folding 
preflop, or folding to a 3b. Don also says he opens 100% of btns, but against aggro players he 
opens 75%.  

Jman Reviews SoCalQuest vs. Sauce 

• Thinks min raising short stackers is a good adjustment in regars to open sizing.  

• Says he doesnt mind getting in AJJ4ss against someone who’s going off with 3b’s, mostly 
because it doesn’t play well postflop, but you’re not destroyed by KK and QQ, and against 
everything else you’re doing find. The problem is that it doesn’t play well postflop, so it’s 
much better to bet get it in instead of flatting a three bet and playing postflop.  

 

Ugotabanana and Jsnipes 200 and 400 HUPLO: 

• Says that good players who are opening 75% of BTN’s probably fold to 1/6 of 3b’s when 
they’re in position.  

• Ugotabanana makes an interesting point for a river decision. They have the straight on a QTJ74 
board, and the pot is like 12bb’s. Jsnipes wants to bet half pot for value instead of bombing it, 
but then mentions that he’s proably not getting called very much. Ugotabanana says that if he’s 
not calling with really anything, then you should bet bigger so that the times he does call you 
make more, because basically if he is going to be calling you then his range is inelastic.  

•  

 

Whitelime: Lime-Aid - PLO 

• Thinks that the downswings you experience in PLO will actually be less severe than in NL 
beacuse of the greater edge you have on your opponents since the game is so much less 
developed.  

• Talks for a second about the value of the NFD, and for that matter the non-value of the second 
NFD. The main reason is because the NFD trumps a ton of other draws, and against many 
players getting it in range, you’re usually doing really well, or you have something like 35-
40% equity. 



 

 

• Gets dealt AcJhQc5s on the BTN, and faces an open from Smaugs (41/7). Decides to flat, but 
says he would normally 3b an aggressive opener CO vs. BTN with that hand.  

• Goes into detail about a hand he played earlier in the video, but his analysis is really good so I 
want to write about it. A TAG opens MP pot and he calls on the BTN w/A988ds. Flop is 
7c8cQh, he has no FD or BDFD, but flopped a set. Villain cb’s and he calls. The rest of the 
action basically plays itself, but he talks about why flatting is better than raising (stacks were 
200bb effective fwiw). The interesting part isn’t really why he flatted IP, but what he would do 
if he weas OOP. There’s some interesting discussion to be had about why flatting OOP is 
better as well, and he basically says it perfectly by stating that if you flat and a brick rolls off, 
you can c/r with much better equity on the turn against barrely opponnets, because your hand 
looks like a draw so they will almost always continue to just bet the turn either for value or for 
a bluff because they know you’re drawing. And if the turn is a brick, you only need to dodge 
one more card now instead of two, so if you were to c/r and get it in on the flop, you only have 
like 55% equity, but if you c/r on the turn you might have 60 or even closer to 70 if you wait 
and see.  

• Emil says his general philosophy for when it folds to him on the BTN is to play about 75% of 
hands, and thinks it’s a pretty accepted general philosophy amongst good and successful PLO 
players.  

• Says that QQ type hands are much better and easier to play pre flop if you just call with them, 
even double suited ones because too often people just call you with kings and a flush draw or 
something, so you’re easily dominated post-flop. Also even on a bunch of other flops, you’ll 
only be flipping when you get the money in.  

• makes a good point when he talks about cb’ing in 3b pots oop on scary boards. He says a good 
way to balance between check/giving up on boards like 678ss is to c/r when you flop big on 
those flops as well.  

• Makes a couple of really great points in regards to pre flop open sizing. In this situation, he’s 
mostly talking about when you’re in the CO and you have an aggressive player behind you, but 
you hold a hand you’d like to see a flop with. He’s talking about a hand like ATT9ss, or 
KK79ss, hands that if you open full pot and get 3b you won’t be able to play profitably oop, 
but that if you min open you can keep the pot smaller pre-flop, so be sure to look for instances 
like that. 

• Says that his philosophy blind v blind is to call with basically everything when he’s in position 
besides the absolute trashiest hands. I guess it’s similar to the concept of raising with like 70% 
of your hands from the BTN when it folds to you. You’re in position, and likely to play a heads 
up pot, so it’s just going to be a really easy way for you to generate some profit.  

 

GrindCore: The Thin Red Line (Non-Showdown Winnings) 



 

 

• A lot of people think that losing at NSD is a big leak, but that’s a big misconception. It CAN 
be a leak, but it doesn’t necessarily have to be.  

• So basically what he does is give a few examples of instances or situations where you’ll never 
win at NSD. One would be against a robot who’s programmed to never fold. You’ll never be 
able to beat him at NSDW, because he never folds. The opposite of that is against a huge nit 
who only plays pocket aces. You’re going to obliterate him in NSDW.  

• Makes a few really good points about NSDW at the lower stakes. In his words, he basically 
says that at the low or micro stakes levels, the players tend to emulate the games of the robot 
that never folds as opposed to the nitty player who only plays AAxx. Since everyone is more of 
a calling station, your SDW will be much higher than your NSDW. Make sense?  

• If your’e winning more at NSD than at SD at the microstakes, you’re playing extremely 
suboptimally. Losing at NSD is only a leak if you’re losing more than you have to. Similarly, 
it’s losing at SD more than you have to is a leak. If optimal play at a certain play would result 
with you losign at SD but winnign at Nsd but still if you’re losing more at NSD than yo have 
to, then it’s a leak.  

• At microstakes since there’s so many calling station, it’s best to just strategy around getting 
value when you’re supposed to and not pulling any ridiculous bluffs, since the majority of your 
winnings come from SDW.  

• You can crush the micros even with negative NSDW.  

• Ok, so next he goes on to describe what happens as you move up in stakes. Basically all of the 
guys who were good enough to move up from the micros have figured out how to play a solid 
game and not pull any crazy bluffs. They know what hands are good, and most of the time 
when they get to showdown they have the goods, since they’re playing more solid hands pre-
flop, so how do you beat a player who always shows up with good hands at showdown? You 
have to bluff him more. Generally he says a lot of the regulars are playing a weak tight game, 
where they’re only comfortable getting in their stacks with the top of their range. For QP, you 
can give examples of when you’re deeper with the players, and really emphasize using stack 
leverage when you get to be 150+bb deep with them, since their stack off ranges are so narrow. 
Lean on them on dry boards like K52tt etc.  

• Another misconception that people have about the redline is that it comes from bluffing a lot. 
Naturally, people think they have a huge leak because their red line is going way down, so they 
try to fix this by bluffing more. The red line might not even be broke, and people are tryign to 
fix it using incorrect methods, and many times they just turn themselves into bad LAGs or 
spew monkeys.  

• He never really tries to win at NSD, he just does whatever he thinks is profitable, and that’s 
how his red line has turned out the way it is, and that’s the overall goal you should be going 
for.  



 

 

• Says that you should basically have a standard gameplan against unknowns at the table that’s 
based mainly on the ability level of the players at whatever stake your playing. This is the 
backbone of your strategy. Based on the assumptions and reads you develop on the players, 
you can begin to deviate from it as you become more familiar with the tendencies of your 
opponents.  

• He explains that most players don’t adjust as much as they should, and that once you find out 
what their exploitable tendencies are, that it gives you a license to get way out of line, since 
they generally won’t be adjusting to you unless it’s glaringly obvious what you’re doing to 
them.  

• He talks about levels where the regulars will start adjusting to you. Here he says that only the 
very best regulars at nl200 will be making adjustments to you, and then at 400 the better 
regulars will make adjustments, but at 600 most of the regulars will be adjusting to you right 
away.  

 

Tom Chambers: PLO Postflop Theory Episode 1 

Board Texture: 

• Generally, the straight boards are heavier (and more polarizing when dry) than the straight free 
boards. This is because the nuts is much more likely when it’s an unpaired two card 
combination (7.2% chance a random hand has JT** on 987) than when it’s a pocket pair (1.5% 
chance a random hand has QQ** on QT2).  

• On dry/heavy boards like AK9r nothing has good equity against (AK+), the four hands in 
(AK+) all have dominating relationships among each ohter, and the board texture is relatively 
unlikely to change on the turn and river. The play dynamic usually falls into one of two 
categories - a) shutdown/showdown mode where typical players try to play for one or two 
streets with their marginal hands; b) an aggressive leveraged polarized-range game, where 
strong players use the fact that everything worse than (AK+) can’t play for stacks without 
risking getting it in really bad to apply pressure with bluff raises and second and third barrels.  

• On wet/heavy boards like JT6s, a ton of hands have good equity against the current nuts, and 
the top slice of hands of differnet types (sets, combo draws, pair+draw) all have good hand vs 
range equity against each other. It’s important to build ranges for multiple contingencies and to 
be cautious with dominated raws and bare made hands. These boards are very good for semi-
bluffing and it’s relatively easy to adjust to an opponent who is too passive, too aggressive, or 
unbalanced on them.  

• There are three main differences between dry/light boards like J62r and dry/heavy boards. One, 
the one pair hierarchy is much more relevant beacuse sets are a smaller part of people’s ranges. 
Two, overpairs are a major part of that hierarchy. Three, none of the one pair/two pair hands 
are invulnerable, unlike top two on AK9r. This all means that even without any draws, equities 



 

 

run closer together nearer to the top of ranges. Nothing has good equity against JJ**, but the 
overall infrequency of sets means that the equity relationships among hands like (AA54, 
KQJT, KKJ2, AJ98, 6643) are important. 

• The main difference between wet/light boards (like 863s and 753s) and wet/heavy boards is 
that wet/light boards allow for semi-bluffing wider; that is, semi-bluffing with hands that are 
(in absolute terms) weaker than the hands good enough to semi-bluff on boards like QJ7s.  

Opponent Tendencies:  

• Generalizations about opponent tendencies fall into two basic categories. One, there are a 
handful of action frequencies for which we can have a large sample size and that converge 
rather quickly. These include the key preflop and flop stats, such as VPIP, PFR, 3b %, steal %, 
SB/BB fold to steal %’s, continuation bet %, and fold/call/raise continuation bet %’s. Two, 
there are many tendencies, primarily later street tendencies, that are much more difficult to 
quanitfy for several reasons, including sample size and differences in the action sequences and 
board texture development that lead to a certain decision point.  

• To properly interpret the statistics that converge quickly, it’s still necessary to identify a few 
ways that the other parameters cause an opponent’s strategy to vary in differnet conditions. 
Preflop VPIP/PFR/3B % need to be placed in the context of positional awareness, either by 
looking at position by position data or by observing the types of hands he shows down from 
differnet positions. One 25/15/5 opponent may range from 15/15/0 UTG to 45/25/15 from the 
BTN, while another has a much narrower difference. Similarly, flop statistics represent an 
averaging over a range of board textures, # of opponents, and SPR’s.  

• Most of the useful turn and river data (aggression frequencies, showdown frequencies) is more 
about determining general shape of opponent strategies than the specific tendencies they have 
in individual situations. We can’t practically look at something like “turn check raise frequency 
after c-betting a 3way flop on a medium wet board where the turn completes a flush draw,” 
both for sample size reasona and beause there’s so many possible scenarios.  

• Another approach to analyzing opponent tendenices in these low sample size situations is to 
look for evernts that can be extrapolated to indicate an aspect of his thought process that has a 
major impaact on his overall range. it particularly makes sense to look for either in comparison 
to the standard line you would take or the standard line you would expect from an oopponent 
with his genera profile (preflop + flop stats, overall aggression etc.). For example, if someone 
shows down JJ74 and T885 after calling 3b’s, it’s likelier that he will fold to flop continuation 
bets in 3b pots.  

• Another approach to analyzing opponent tendencies in these low sample size situations is to 
look for events that can be extrapolated to indicate an aspect of his thought process that has a 
major impact on his overall range. It would particularly make sense to look for events that are 
unusual, either in comparison to the standard line you would take or the standard line you 
would expect from an opponent with his general profile (preflop + flop statistics, overall 
aggression etc).  



 

 

• For example, if someone shows down JJ74 and T885 after calling 3b’s, it’s likelier that he will 
fold to flop c-bets in 3b pots.  

• Another exaple: over a session you observe that someone checks behind the turn (with SPR ~4 
on a wet board) once with top two pair and a copule times with a strong combo hand (a draw 
with SDV on blanks) that he could profitably double barrel. Such an opponent’s betting range 
has more air than the average opponent with the same turn aggression stats and can be check 
raised lighter.  

Image:  

• Image is the fuzziest of the seven paramaters, because it involves interpreting the meaning of a 
wide range of actions and tendencies with the handicap of two degrees of imperfect 
information. One, our opponent’s are trying to determine our overall strategy from isolated 
examples. Two, we have imperfect information about how they do this - which things they 
look for, which things they notice.  

• The first step toward understanding our image is to ignore the second difficulty and assess our 
own strategy as our opponents should if they had perfect information.  

• The second step is to use what we know about their tendencies to analyze their thought 
process, which in turn allows us to estimate what parts of our strategy they will notice and how 
they interpret them.  

• The third step is to use steps one and two to make our opponents think what we want them to 
think.  

Episode 2: Betting the Flop 

Essential Concepts: 

• Making a Plan: Any flop action other than folding is a decision to accept a range of future 
contingencies; different turn/river cards, different opponent actions. It is iportant to be prepared 
for ever possbility, to know whether to stack off if raised, to know what the good double barrel 
cards are, to know which turns we’ll heck behind a hand with equity etc.  

• The purpose of a bet: there are many possible reasons to bet in poker (for value, as a semi-
bluff, as a bluff, to set up a double barrel, to prevent being bluffed/manipulate an oponent’s 
options, for information, etc.). Most of the time multiple purposes coexist in the same bet. 
Nearly every PLO flop bet is partially a form of semi-bluff because it is very hard to have no 
equity and very hard to have a hand that will be strong on every turn/river.  

• Bet sizing: the best bet size is primarily a function of board texture and SPR. The key is to 
understand how the turn contingencies will play out following different bet sizes - what SPR is 
being set up, how elsastic are the opponent’s calling/raising ranges, what are the possible turn 
textures?  



 

 

• Building balanced ranges: Some people have the impression that game theoretical balance is 
only about having a proper value/bluff ratio. When hand values are static (on the river), this is 
true, but on earlier streets there is a much more important way to look at balance. A flop 
betting range is balanced if it properly anticipates the different turn and river possiblities. In 
other words, flop balance leads to turn balancece leads to river balance.  

• Tom says that 3b’ing 9876ss OOP is bad because you don’t have an equity edge.  

 

• Heads-Up, Single Raised (SPR 9-15) 

Basic Assumptions about Play Dynamic: 

Continuation Bet Frequency/Size Generalizations 

• Very Dynamic (AT9s, KT2s, T96s, etc.) - Frequency ~60-75%, size ~75-100% of pot. 

• Dynamic (K74s, J53s, 763s, etc) - Frequency - 70-80%, size ~70-90% of pot. 

• Static (A86r, J73r, 886s, etc) - Frequency ~80-90%, size ~65-80% of pot. 

• Very static (AK9r, K84r, Q55r, etc) - Frequency ~90%+, size ~60-75% of pot.  

 

-Ok, so Tom and Brian say a couple of interesting things in regards to paired boards. Brian says 
that when he gets c/r’d on the paired boards (he uses Q55 as the example), he prefers a small 3b 
bluff instead of a float. But he also says it depends on your hand a bit, because Tom aks him 
what he has to say about hand values, and how that matters. For example, let’s say you have 
AA** on the Q55, how is that different than 6789 for example? Well brian says that AA is much 
better beause if you call you can check it down sometimes, but if you have 6789 you’ll have to 
put in another bet at some point because you don’t have any equity. If you have AA or KK, at 
least oyu have two outs. You feel me?  

-Then Tom talks about how if someone c/r’s you on that board and you decide to peel, just go 
ahead and give up if they continue to bet the turn because most players just don’t follow up very 
much in situations like that. Tom says “don’t worry about people expoloiting you”.  

Multi-way, single-raised (SPR 6-10) 

• In a 3 way pot there’s less of a link between who raised preflop and who will bet the flop, but 
the link is sitll there. In a pot with 4+ players, it is basically non-existent.  



 

 

• An air or near air bluff bet against fit/fold opponents is much less likely to be profitable than in 
HU pots, especially on more dynamic boards where it’s very likely at least one player hit the 
board hard.  

• It’s important to pay attention to whether we will likely be IP or OOP on the turn and river. 
Contrast being second to act of four with two loose players behind and being second of three 
with a tight player behind and a loose player in front.  

• When OOP the goal is to play for maximum comfort on later streets - build nutty ranges 
as often as possible; look to make turn/river decisions easier with non-nutty hands.  

• When in position, the goal is to maximize opponent’s discomfort, build pots in which it’s easy 
to apply pressure on turn and river, use the option to check behind with turn - dependent hands 
to frustrate opponents who want to check/raise and will face awkward turns with much of their 
c/r’ing range.  

• Tom and Brian both agree that for the most part on dynamic boards in 4 way pots, you need to 
basically just play for value.  

 

Headsup, Three-bet (SPR 2-6) 

Basic Assumptions about Play Dynamic: 

• SPR info - Pot-repot with 100bb effective and neither player in the blinds leads to an SPR of 
~3-6. If one or both are in the blinds, the raise or reraise is less than full pot, and/or stacks are 
deeper than 100bb the SPR is in the 4-6 range. When there are limpers or cold callers who fold 
to the 3b, their dead money increases the raise seizes and sends the SPR down to 2-3 

• Most of the time the preflop reraiser will continuation bet, the preflop caller will either shove 
or fold. This i sespecially true at the lower end of the SPR range.  

• As discussed in Video #1, the key to 3b pots is the middle and upper middle of ranges, and 
having pair + draw and combo draw hands that dominate other similar hands is very important.  

Three-bet Range Composition: 

• 5% range is usually AA** heavy, containing ~2% AA**, ~1% KK**, ~1%-2% strong 
broadway, ~0%-1% lower rundowns. Some people with 4%-6% three bet have a deceptive 
strategy of usually flatting AA** and 3b’ing a wider range of rundowns. They essentially have 
the 8% range listed below minus the big pairs.  

• 8% range is more balanced between big pairs and unpaired hands, and typically includes the 
majority of AA** hands (~2%), somewhere between one third to two thirds KK** hands (1-



 

 

1.5%_, ~2-3% strong broadway, and ~2-3% middle/near-brodway rundowns, heavily weighted 
to double suitedness.  

• 12% range is usually the 8% range plus additional semi-connectors like QJ96ds along with 
more of the KK** hands.  

 

Multi-way, three-bet (SPR 1.5-4) 

• This section doesn’t folow the same structure as the previous three because multi-way three-bet 
ptos are almost exclusively about correctly assessing commitment thresholds. At these SPR’s 
40-45% equity is needed to stack off assuming no fold equity.  

• There will be a lot of (particularly on dynamic board) cases where it’s very unlikely both/all 
opponents fold to a bet. The chance that 2/3 or 2/4 palyers hit Qs9d6s with at least a decent 
pair + draw is high. 

• Consequently, it’s important to focus on domination within the pair+draw/combo draw equity 
hierarchy. Specifically, beware of getting stacks in with single-component hands that don’t do 
their one thing extremely well.  

• On dynamic boards in single raised pots, this means caution with hands like bare top two, bare 
bottom set, bare non-nut wraps, bare non nut flush draws. In 3b pots the extra overlay drives 
the caution line down further; trouble hands include bare top and bottomm, bare open enders, 
weak FD’s, weak combo hands like bottom pair + weak draw or two weak draws together.  

• In a HU 3b pot, a hand like Kc9s8h7s is probably doing fine against one opponents range on 
Qs9c6s; certainly well enough to shove over a c-bet with reasonable fold equity. But in a 3-4 
way pot there is a much greater chance of draw domination.  

 

Board Textures : HU IP. Opponent Bets the flop. 

Example Board 1: Ks9s6d 

- should flat in position with a very wide range of hands. these are good boards to flat in position 
and represent a ton of hands on later streets.  

 

Example Board 2: JdJh8s 

-roughly 20% of the time, a hand that’s played HU someone will have a J or better in their hand. 



 

 

-Brian says you need to bluff dry boards more often, and then don’t worry about bluffing wet 
boards too much.  

 

HU OOP. We check and opponent bets the flop. 

Example board 1: Js8d4h 

 

Example Board 2: AdKc8s 

• Brian says you need to be bluffing boards like this because most hands don’t have a lot of 
equity on this board.  

• Thinks that flatting with AK here is fine, especially against barrely opponents.  

• Says that against an unknown you don’t want to be getting AK in on this board.  

• Tom calls AK a “pivot” hand, menaing that how you play AK on this board is a good indicator 
of what the dynamic betweent he two players is on this board. If you c/r go with AK on this 
board, you have an aggressive dynamic etc.  

• Tom likes c/r’ing gut shots, K*** cards etc. 

 

Turn Texture Basics: 

1. What is the nuts? 

- Set (21%), Straight (32%), Flush (14%), Full House (33%) 

2. What was the nuts (on the flop)? 

-Set (60%), Straight (17%), Flush (5%), Full House (17%) 

3. How many draws are available? 

a) nuts is set: How many straight outs? flush outs? board pairing cards?  

a) It’s rare that a set is the nuts on the river.  

b) nuts is straight: How many straight outs? flush outs? board pairing cards?  



 

 

c) nuts is flush: how many board pairing cards?  

d) Nuts is full house: How many overcards to the current nut full? 

 

Dynamic Turn Textures: 

Definition: A dynamic turn texture is one where thenuts is likely to change on the river and 
relatively many hands have good equity against the nuts.  

 -Examples: nearly all of the boards where the nuts is a set or straight. 

 -Even though there is only one card to come, most of the more dynamic boards include 
hands that are close to coin flips agianst the current nuts... wrap+FD on either type of boards, set 
+ FD on boards where a straight is the nuts.  

 -Ranges are less polarized on dynamic turns than static turns - proper strategy includes a 
lot of semi-bluffing and aggression with non-nut hands that have decent equity against both the 
nuts and other good non-nut hands.  

- There are three main flop-turn transitions that lead to a dynamic turn. 

- A) dynamic flop, turn makes a new straight to the nuts, there is still at least one FD and 
possibly higher SD’s 

- B) dynamic flop, turn is a blank. 

- C) static (unpaired) flop, turn brings draws. 

Tom Chambers: Live play episode 

• Especially in 3 way pots, which boards to attack in limped pots, which ones you can build 
w/weak draws and double barrel etc.  

• Recognizing boards that especially when you’re learnign the game, paying attention to how to 
play in three way pots is really important.  

• “Static” boards ex: AJJr - people only hit 20-25% of the time he says.  

 

Static Turn Textures: 

Definition:  A static turn texture is one where the nuts is unlikely to change on the river and 
relatively few hands have good equity against the nuts.  



 

 

- Examples: boards where the nuts is a flush or full house and a small handful of hte straight/set 
boards (like AKQ7r and K832r).  

- Even though there is only one card to come, most of the more dynamic boards include hands 
that are close to coin flips against the current nuts... wrap+FD on either type of boards, set+FD 
on boards where a straight is the nuts.  

- On the flop, many more of the set/straight boards qualify as statiac (965r, K84r, etc.). By the 
turn, nearly all cases where there is no possible flush or full house include multiple draws.  

- Ranges are more polarized on static turns than dynamic turns - the strong hands people are 
representing are less vulnerable, so they are more likely to still be the nuts on the river and are 
huge turn equity favorites against anything.  

- There are three main flop-turn transitions that lead to a static turn.. 

- A) the flop starts monotone/paired 

- B) the flop is unpaired, contains some draws, and the turn pairs the board 

- C) the flop has a FD that completes on the turn.  

 

Texture Shifts: 

Definition: A texture shift is a descriptoin of how the flop texture changed into the turn texture. 

 Example: JsTh6s3s (draw-heavy board --> static (flush) board) is much different from 
Js6s3sTh (monotone board --> effectively unchanged) 

 

-Dynamic Flop Examples: 

Complete a SD - ex: JhTd6hAc 

Complete a FD - ex: JhTd6h3h 

Bring additional (backdoor) draw - ex: JhTd6h5d 

Blank/maintain - ex: JhTd6h2s 

Pair the board - ex: JhTd6h6s 

 



 

 

Static Flop Examples: 

-Complete an unlikely SD - ex: AhKd9sQd 

-Bring backdoor draw(s) - ex: AhKd9s7s, AhKd9s7c, or AhKd9s3d 

-Blank/Maintain - ex: AhKd9s3c 

-Pair the board - ex: AhKd9s9d 

 

In Position - Dynamic Flops 

-Opponent’s flop c/c’ing range - weighted toward medium-strength draws and weak-medium 
made hands and will very rarely be nutty on blank or pairing turns.  

-Although opponent will usually have strong hands in his range on the draw-completing cards, 
he will also often have the draw that didn’t complete or a one pair/two pair hand.  

-Three key considerations on draw-completing cards: how fast he plays his big draws on the flop, 
how light he calls theflop, whether he tends to lead or check when he hits a draw without the 
initiative.  

-Key consideration on the turn boards where the nuts is a set or straight - when we have a 
mediocre hand with some outs and/or current showedown value it is ipmortant ot know the 
opponent’s c/c and c/r tendencies.  

-An opponent that plays draws fast is very likely to have weak draws when he c/c’s on dynamic 
flops.  

 

In Position - Static Flops 

-Opponent’s c/c’ing range is mostly weak/medium made hands 

-On most turns the main considerations are how tight he is on the flop and how stubborn he is on 
the turn and river.  

-On turns that make backdoor draws possible where we pick up equity, opponent’s check/call vs 
check/raise tendencies are main factors in whether barreling or taking free card is best.  

 

OOP - Dynamic Boards 



 

 

-Opponent’s calling range will be wider and ainclude a lot of mediocre multiple-component 
hands (pair+gutter+weak FD, etc.).  

-Those hands usually have a much tougher time facing pressure on the flush/full house turns than 
the set/straight turns. 

-With good draws on the set/straight turns, how wide the opponent floats and whether he tends to 
check behind or et when checked to determine whether check/raising or betting is a more 
effective semi-bluff.  

 

OOP - Static Boards  

-Opponent’s calling range is mostly weak-medium made hands but with greater flexibility to 
float with gutshots, bottom pair, overcards+backdoors, etc.  

-Just as when we’re IP, on most turns the main considerations are how tight he is on the flop and 
how stubborn he is on the turn and river.  

-On turns that make backdoor draws possible where we pick up equity, how wide the opponent 
floats and whether he tends to check behind or bet when checked to determine whether 
check/raising or betting is a more effective semi-bluff.  

 

Video #7: Executing Floats 

Definition: A float is a flop (or turn) call that derives a significant amount of its profitablity from 
plans to bluff or semi-bluff on later streets.  

-In PLO it rarely makes sense to float with no equity. 

 -minor straight draw (gutshot/open ender) 

- bare NFD 

- one pair 

- backdoor draws 

- Five possible turn action sequences after floating 

- opponent checks, we bet 

- opponent checks, we check behind 



 

 

- opponet bets, we fold 

- opponent bets, we call 

- opponent bets, we raise/shove 

- Two set process to react to opponent’s bet/check 

- 1. Evaluate the turn card 

- 2. Evaluate the opponent 

   

Evaluating the Turn Card 

-We can generally separate the turn card possbilities into six categories. 

 -Nut cards (ex: holding AhQcJd2h on Th8d2d9s) 

 -Good improvement cards (ex: holding AhQcJd2h on Th8d2dAs) 

 -Nut Backdoor Cards (ex: holding AhQcJd2h on Th8d2dKs or Th8d2s5h) 

 -Marginal improvement cards (ex: holding AhQcJd2h on Th8d2dJs) 

 -Potential Bluff Cards (ex: holding AhQcJd2h on Th8d2d5d) 

 -Blanks (ex: holding AhQcJd2h on Th8d2d5s) 

   

Evaluating the Opponent: 

Key questions if he bets and we picked up some equity: 

 -how frequently does the opponent double barrel? 

 -How do board texture and stack sizes influence the chance he folds to a shove? 

 -What river situations will calling lead to? 

Key questions if he checks and we picked up some equity: 

 -If he continues, is he more inclined to check/raise or check/call? 



 

 

 -If we bet and he calls, what is the distribution of river scenarios? Will we have a mix of 
good (nut) value betting cards and good bluff cards? Or a lot of in-between bluff-catcher type 
hands?  

 -How does betting or checking influence the chance he makes a river bet we find 
uncomfortable?  

Key questions if he checks and we picked up some equity: 

 -How often will he fold?  

 -If he calls, how many rivers can we profitably bluff?  

 

 

BlueFire: Alix plays MidStakes PLO - Watched on 12.4.10 

• Says that he folds to a ton of 3b’s from tighter players when he has hands that have an Ace or a 
pair in them.  

• Says that in PLO, pushing preflop edges is not the way to go. “thin preflop ranges” is what he 
calls. Even against passive players in MW pots, it doesn’t matter really. In plo, pursuing thin 
preflop edges is not the way to go, especilaly OOP, so just complete with the majority of your 
playable hands out of the blinds.  


